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A b stract
Let W{t,u))  be a Brownian motion on an abstract W iener space (1, H, B)  
corresponding to the canonical normal distribution on H.  The well known the­
orem of Girsanov is proved for such a process with the perturbing term  taking 
values in the Hilbert space H.  Consider the stochastic integral equation £(/) =
rr(.s, £(s))ds  where x  is in B, A(-, •) and < r ( -) are bounded 
continuous functions from [0, oo) x B to I  + L 2(H)  and H  respectively. Here L 2(H)  
denotes the collection of Hilbert Schmidt operators on H. Furtherm ore, suppose for 
every s > 0. the restriction of A(.s,-) to H  is invertible and A{s,-)  and a(fi, -) are 
both Frechet differentiable in the directions of H  with bounded derivatives. Under 
suitable conditions, it is proved that for each t > 0, the measure generated by the 
solution £(t) of the above stochastic integral equation is differentiable in the direc­
tions of H  in the sense of Fomin. By adding more conditions on A and a,  it is 
shown tha t the transition probability associated with the solution of the stochas­
tic differential equation d£(t) =  A ( t , ^ ( t ) ) d W (£) +  a( t , ( ( t ) )d t  satisfies the infinite 
dimensional Kolmogorov’s forward equation in the distribution sense.
iv
In trod u ction
Calculus of differentiable measures was introduced by Fomin in 1968 with the 
purpose of extending the theory of generalized functions to infinite dimensional 
spaces. The main m otivation was to use this theory to advance in the field of 
partial differential equations on infinite dimensional vector spaces, despite the diffi­
culties tha t arise partly from the fact th a t Lebesgue measure does not exist in such 
spaces. In this area, smooth measures (defined in section 2 of chapter 1) are used 
as elements of the space of test functions as well as solutions of the equations cor­
responding to infinite dimensional differential and pseudo-differential operators. In 
recent years this theory has found applications in other areas of analysis including 
functional analysis (geometry of Banach spaces) and the theory of stochastic pro­
cesses. However, apart from its applications, this theory seems to be very interesting 
on its own.
In a finite dimensional space, every bounded a-additive m easure has a (possibly 
generalized) density with respect to Lebesgue measure. In such spaces, existence 
of this fundem ental measure (Lebesgue measure) and abundance of sm ooth func­
tions makes it possible, among other things, to express certain nice distributions 
as sm ooth functions. Hence, absence of Lebesgue measure and a large enough 
collection of smooth functions to work with are among the difficulties th a t one 
encounters trying to develop a distribution theory on infinite dimensional vector 
spaces. In other words, in contrast with the finite dimensional case, some distribu­
tions (set functions) in infinite dimensional spaces, can not be represented by point 
functions. Hence, in infinite dimensional spaces, set functions and point functions 
have to be studied in parallel rather than in connection with each other. B ut there 
is a way to get around th is difficulty. Consider for example for a  Borel measure ft 
on R, the  property of having an integrable density ^  with respect to  the Lebesgue
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measure. By a theorem  of Saks, this property is equivalent to the continuity of the 
function t i— ► n{A  + 1) for every Borel set A. a property tha t can be generalized to 
infinite dimensional spaces. Similarly, it can be shown th a t ^  is a  sm ooth function 
with integrable derivatives if and only if the map t \— * /x( A + 1) is smooth for each 
Borel set A.  One can see tha t although Lebesgue measure does not exist in infinite 
dimensional spaces, a notion of differentiability can be defined directly on measures, 
thereby making it possible to extend many results of the theory of finite dimensional 
differential calculus to infinite dimensional spaces. This becomes im portan t for ex­
ample, in the development of distribution theory in Banach spaces. As is pointed 
out in [K5f, constructing the theory of differentiable measures in Banach spaces, 
makes it possible to represent by smooth measures, certain nice distributions that 
can not be represented by smooth functions.
To illustrate the usefulness of the theory of differentiable measures, we consider 
another example. Let (i, H , B ) be an abstract W iener space. Consider the stochastic- 
differential equation
di(t)  =  A { t , m ) d W { t )  +
It is well known th a t if B  is finite dimensional and the coefficients A  and a satisfy the 
requirem ents of the  existence and uniqueness theorem and are smooth in the second 
variable with bounded derivatives, then the transition probability (at each time t ) 
associated with the solution of this equation has a sm ooth density with respect to 
the Lebesgue measure. Furtherm ore, this density satisfies the Kolmogorov forward 
equation. Our main purpose in this dissertation is to prove smoothness of measures 
induced by the solution (  of the above stochastic differential equation, when B  is an 
infinite dimensional Banach space and the coefficients A(t ,  ■) and cr((, ■) are smooth 
in the directions of H  and to show that these measures satisfy the  Kolmogorov 
forward equation in distribution sense. For this purpose the necessary theorems 
are proved in chapters 1 and 2. In chapter 3. we prove differentiability of measures
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induced by certain types of stochastic differential equations. The main tool used in 
chapter 3 to prove differentiability of measures is the well known Cameron Martin 
Girsanov theorem whose proof is given in chapter 2.
This work is an extension (to infinite dimensional spaces) of the results obtained 
by Bichteler and Fonken [BF]. They used Girsanov theorem  to prove absolute con­
tinuity (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) of m easures induced by solutions of 
stochastic differential equations in finite dimensional spaces.
C h ap ter  1 P relim in aries
§1-A b stra ct W ien er space
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space with norm | • j =  y/{' ,  ■)• Let the 
partially ordered collection of finite dimensional projections be denoted by T . For 
each i > 0, we define the finitely additive Gauss m easure ftt with variance param eter 
t on the field of cylinder subsets of H by
M *  €  H, P x  6 £> =  JE
where P  € P ,  dx is the Lebesgue measure on P{H) and E is a  Borel set in P(H). 
If H is infinite dimensional, the topology induced by the inner product of H  has so 
many open sets tha t prevents fi from being o-additive on the algebra of cylinder 
subsets of H.  Hence p. does not have a  (7-additivc extension to the Borel field of 
H . In o ther words H  is too small to support p. We get a a-additive extension for 
p by completing H  with respect to a norm strictly  weaker than th a t of H , thereby 
enlarging the space H  (and reducing the num ber of open sets). This is done in the 
following way.
We call a norm || ■ || on H a measurable norm, if for each e > 0, 3Pt G T  such 
th a t /i] {x € H\  || P x  || >e} <  e VP J_ P e, P  € T .  It can be shown th a t if H is 
infinite dimensional, | ■ | is not a measurable norm . Now given a measurable norm 
|| * || , we can find a  positive num ber c such th a t || x  j| <c| x  \ for all x. e H.  H 
is not complete with respect to || • || unless H is finite dimensional (Completeness 
of H with respect to || • || would imply the m easurability of | • | which is not true 
if H is infinite dimensional). Let B be the separable Banach space obtained by 
completion of H with respect to || ■ ||. Regarding each element in B* as an element 
of H* = H  by restriction, B* can be embedded in H and this gives rise to the
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following situation:
B* C H* = H  C B.
For each x  € B * , | x  \ < c || x ||b- and for each x € H,  || x |Ja<  c\ x  |. R* is dense 
in H and H is dense in B. If x  G B * and h G H,  then (x, h) =  (x, h ) where (■, •) is 
the  natural pairing of elements of B * and B. The triple (i,H,B), where i \ H  —• B  
is the continuous inclusion m ap is called an abstract W iener space. A cylinder set- 
in B is a set of the form {x G B\ ({3/1 , x), ■ • (ynt x)) G E} , where y \ , • ■ •, yn G B* 
and E  G B  (B n ). It can be shown th a t the a ~algebra generated by the cylinder 
sets of B is the Borel field of B.
We now define the measure fit on cylinder subsets of B in the following way.
fit { x  G B; ((3/1,x) .-  ■ - , (yn , Jf}) G E j  = fit { x  € H\  ( ( y ^ x ) , -  ■ -,{yn ,x ))  € E }
where jit is the Gauss measure with variance param eter t on the field of cylinder 
subsets of H. Obviously j t t(B) — 1.
T H E O R E M  1.1.1 [Gross] -.fit has a  (7-additive extension to the Borel field of B.
The (7-additive extension of fit is denoted by p* and is called the W iener measure 
with variance t. The m easurability property of the norm || • || is essential for 
a  successful <7-additive extension of fit - In other words, if B is a  Banach space 
obtained by completion of H with respect to  a norm || • |j strictly weaker than | ■ |, 
the cylinder m easure fit o i _1 has a <7*additive extension to the Borel field of B if 
and only if || • || is a  measurable norm on H.
Example  1: Let C[0, 1] denote the set of real valued continuous functions /  in 
the unit interval [0,1] th a t vanish a t 0, supplied with the sup nonn ]| /  || = 
8UPo<*<] !/(*)!• Let C"[0,1] denote the subspace of C\0,1] consisting of absolutely 
continuous functions g such th a t g ' is square integrable with respect to the Lebesgue
G
measure. The space C"[0,1] equipped with the inner product (g, h ) ~  f *  g'h* is a 
H ilbert space. The triple (i, C '[0 ,1], C [0 ,1]) is an abstract W iener space and the 
extension of the  Gauss measure (defined on the cylinder sets of C"[0,1]) to the Borel 
field of C[0,1] is the well known W iener measure.
Example  2: Let i f  be a  separable Hilbert space and let A  be an injective Hilbert 
Schmidt operator on H.  Define the norm || x  ||=  \Ax\  for every x  € H.  It can be 
shown th a t || ■ || is a  measurable norm on H.  If B  is the completion of H  with 
respect to the norm || • ||, then the triple is an abstract W iener space.
In [Kl] it is shown th a t if B  is a separable Banach space, then we can always 
find a dense H ilbert subspace H  of B  such th a t the norm of B  is a measurable 
norm on H  and {i ,H,  B)  is an abstract Wiener space. It is also proved th a t if // is 
a nondegenerate Gaussian m easure defined on the Borel field of B , then then? is a 
dense H ilbert subspace H  of B  such th a t (i , H , B ) is an abstract W iener space and 
the measure fi is the extension of the Gauss measure on H  defined above.
Example  3: This example is a generalization of example I. Let {i ,H,  B)  be an 
abstract W iener space. Denote by C(B) ,  the collection of continuous functions /  
from [0,1] into B  with / (0 )  =  0 supplied with the sup norm. Let C'{H)  denote the 
subspace of C (B )  consisting of the absolutely continuous functions taking values 
in H  with square integrable derivatives. We define in C'{H)  an inner product 
</.»> =  s ' )h • Supplied with this inner product, C'{H)  is a Hilbert space
and the triple (*, C ' ( H ), C{B))  is an abstract W iener space. The collection C { B )  
defines a Brownian motion process in B  whose law is the extension of the Gauss 
measure in the  abstract W iener space (t, C ’( H ), C ( B ) ) .
Below we m ention some facts about abstract W iener spaces which will be used 
later. All the  results mentioned above and throughout this section are discussed 
and proved in [Kl].
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For eachxG B *, the random variable y —*(x,y) from (B,H(B),p() to R  is normally 
distributed with mean 0 and variance tj x  |2. Now let h€H  and hn be asequence 
in B * th a t converges to li in j • | norm. The sequence of random variables (h,,, ) is 
cauchy in L 3(pt) and hence converges to a random variable denoted by (h, ■) which 
is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance t |h |2. Obviously (h, ■) is defined 
Pt-a-e. .
Let p ((x ,dy)=pi(dy-x). It can be shown tha t two m easures p t(x,dy) and 
pa(z,dy) are either equivalent or singular. p ((x,dy) is equivalent to pa(z,dy) if and 
only if s = t  and x-z€H. In this case
=  exp{ h {2iT -  * • » >  - 1* -  * i « )  }■
T H E O R E M  1.1 .2  (Fern ique): There exists a  >  0 such tha t f B ea^x^ p i { d x )  < oc.
T H E O R E M  1.1 .3  (Skorohod) : There exists ft > 0 such th a t JB e ^ x^Pi(dx) < oc.
It follows from each of these two theorems th a t for each q > l ,  the B norm || • || 
is in L9{pt) for every t> 0 .
T H E O R E M  1.1 .4  (Kuo) : Let (i,H,B) be an abstract W iener space . Then there 
exists another abstract W iener space (i0,H,Bo) and an increasing sequence Q „C T  
converging strongly to identity in H such tha t (a) B0-norm is stronger than B-norm 
(hence Bo c B )  (b) each Q n extends by continuity to a projection still denoted by 
Q„ of B0 , (c) Q„ converges strongly to the identity in Bc (with respect to B0-norm) 
(d) Q „(B 0)CB* CH* = H  (e) ||Q„ | |s o,b0<i , and (f) if p ( is the Borel measure with 
variance t defined on the  Borel field of B , then p*(B0) =  l.
It follows from this theorem  tha t the Banach space B0 which contains the 
support of p t , lias a schauder basis in BJ, which is also an orthonormal
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basis of H. Therefore for each xG fl„, |J ( e , ,x)e t — x  | |b 0—► Oas k—* oo .
Since || Qn ||b0,b„< L if follows from Lebesgue’s convergence theorem and the 
integrability of the  norm || • || th a t 5Z!'=i (e* 'x )e* converges to x in Lfl(p( ) for every 
q > l .  Here pt is the W iener measure on B0.
In what follows, L i(H ) and L2(H) denote the Banach space of trace class oper­
ators of H (with norm | ■ [i ) and the Hilbert space of H ilbert Schm idt operators of 
H { with norm | - I2 ) respectively. If X and Y are Banach spaces, L(X;Y) denotes 
the  Banach space (with norm | ■ \x y  ) of bounded linear functions from X to Y. If 
X and Y are Hilbert spaces, L2 (X;Y) denotes the Hilbert space of Hilbert Sclunidt 
operators from X to Y.
T H E O R E M  1.1.5 (Goodm an) : If AGL(B0;B*) and A is the restriction of A to 
H, then A  GLj(H), and
\A\i < ( f  || x ||2 pi(dx) \̂A\BoB;,
J B0
where p\ (dx)  is the W iener measure with variance 1 obtained by extending the 
Gauss measure p t to B{ B 0).
T H E O R E M  1 .1 .6  (Kuo) : Let K be a Hilbert space. If A gL (B 0 ;K ) then A belongs 
to the space L2(H,K). Furtherem ore,
\A\*< ( f B IMI’ p'iW*)) MIIb„k.
T H E O R E M  1.1 .7  : L(Be;K) is dense in L2 (H;K). Furtherm ore if A gL (B 0 ;K), 
then A*(K )CB;.
Let X  be a Banach space. We say th a t a function /  : B  —» X  is differentiable 
in the directions of H  (H  ~  C 1) if for each x  G B, there exists a bounded linear map
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D f [ x )  € L{H; X )  such th a t \ f ( x + h )  — f ( x ) ~ D f ( x ) { h ) \ x  =  o (|h |ff). Note th a t this 
type of differentiability is weaker than Frechet differentiability. We define 11- times 
differentiability in the direction of H  in the usual way. If /  is n-times differentiable 
in the  directions of H , then for each x  € B  and 0 <  i < n, D ' f {  x  ) e  LX{H \X ) .  
Although the collection of Frechet differentiable functions may be very restricted, 
the collection of bounded H  — C°° real valued functions with bounded derivatives 
is very large; in fact the intersection of this collection with the Banach space Cf,(B) 
of bounded uniformly continuous functions is a dense subspace of Cb(B).
Abundance of bounded H  — C°° real valued functions with bounded derivatives 
leads one to look in this collection for a  suitable choice of test functions. A study 
of distribution theory in Banach spaces was initiated in [K5] where three different 
classes of test functions were considered. For our purpose it is suitable to take 
the class T> of test functions to be the collection of bounded H  — C 00 functions 
such th a t D nf ( x )  € ( # ;  B.) Vx, for each n, the map D nf  from B  into {H; B)
is bounded and Lip-1, D 2f { x )  e L \ ( H )  and the m ap D 2f  from B  into L\ {H)  
is bounded and Lip-1. We equip T> with the topology according to which a net 
{/a} C T> converges to /  € V  if and only if D nf a converges to D uf  pointwiso 
and boundedly in L^ iH ' .B)  for all n  and D 2f a converges to D 2f  pointwiso and 
boundedly in L\{H) .  A continuous linear functional on T> is called a distribution. 
We denote the collection of distributions by TX and supply this space with the weak 
topology, thus a net € TX converges to <f> € Z>' if —* M f )  f°r eafJ» /  € V.
§2-DifFerentiable M easu res
T hroughout, X will be a polish vector space and Af will denote the collection 
of bounded a -additive Borel measures on X. T he total variation of u e  A t will he 
denoted by || v j| and for each vector heX , ^ (d x jssv fd x + h ). C*(X) will denote
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the Banach space of bounded uniformly continuous functions from X to R supplied 
with the sup-norm (| ■ ||oo.
T H E O R E M  1 .2 .1  [DS]: If {^Q} G Ad is a net th a t converges setwise, then the 
limit defines a  set function th a t is cr-additive.
T H E O R E M  1 .2 . 2  [DS]: Let {va } G Ad be a setwise bounded net, then ua is 
uniformly bounded, i.e., supa || i/a ||<  oo.
On the set Ad, we will be concerned with three topologies, rj , r 2 and r 3. We 
denote the topology of weak convergence by t j . A net {t'a} C (Ai  ,Ti) converges 
to v G A t if for each feCt,{X), Jx f(x)j/a (dx}-^-* / Xf(x)^(dx). Thus the  topology 
of weak convergence in Ad is the one induced by the weak* topology of the dual 
space of Ch{X).  It is well known tha t {i/n } converges to v weakly if and only if for 
every A€ B{X)  with ^(9A )=0, ya (A)-^-» i/(A}. Here dA  denotes the boundary of 
A. Topologies of setwise convergence and convergence in variation will be denoted 
by r 2 and T3 respectively. (Ad .r j)  is a complete separable m etric space ( a suitable 
m etric th a t generates r j ,  is the well known Prohorov m etric). It is also known that 
(Ad , 7 3 ) with norm ]| ■ |] is a Banach space and th a t convergence in (Ad , r 2) is 
equivalent to weak convergence in (Ad , t 3 ).
D efin ition . A m easure v  G Ad is said to be continuous in the direction of liGX if 
the function <p: t<—► i/th from R to (Ad , r 2) is continuous.
It can be shown tha t continuity of 4> from R to the topological space (Ad , t 2 ) 
is equivalent to continuity of 0  from R to (Ad , r 3).
T H E O R E M  1 .2 .3  [Bl]: Suppose v 6  Ad is continuous in the direction of h, and 
ft G Ad is absolutely continuous with respect to v. Then ft is continuous in the 
direction of h.
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D efin ition . A measure p G Ad is said to be S-differentiable (or differentiable in the 
sense of skorokhod) in the direction of a nonzero vector hGX if for each fGCfc(X). 
lim(_o f x  1 ~ yj(dx) exists.
The existance of this limit for all fGC*,(X) implies tha t if {tn } is a sequence of 
real num bers converging to 0, then the sequence { }  is cauchy in (Ad , r 2). 
As mentioned above, the  topological space (Ad , r 2) is a complete separable metric 
space. Therefore there exists a measure d^.^/i such tha t M<n * —» d$hH weakly.
d s ;f»p *8 called the S-derivative of p  in the direction of h.
Prom the definition of weak convergence of measures, one can see th a t a measure 
p € Ad is S-differentiable in the direction of h if and only if there exists a measure 
d-S-.hP € Ad such th a t (A) —* ds .h{i(A) as t —* 0, for every Borel set. A
with d s hht*{dA) =  0. A stronger notion of differentiability of m easures is that of 
F-differentiability (introduced by Fomin) which is defined below.
D efin itio n . A measure v G Ad is F-diffcrentiable in the direction of h if the map 
4> : tt-~* vth from R to (Ad , T2 ) is differentiable at 0.
It is shown in [ASF] tha t differentiability of the m ap 4> from R  to (Ad . r 2) 
is equivalent to differentiability of 4> from R to (Ad , r 3). By theorem s 1.2.1 and 
1.2.2, there exists a measure in Ad denoted by Af ^ u (and called F-derivative of v 
in the direction of h) such tha t —» dp.hV both in t 2 and r3 as t approaches
0. If<£ is n-tim es differentiable, then v is said to be n-times F-differentiable along 
h and i t ’s 11-th  derivative is denoted by djv hv. Since 0(X ) is translation invariant, 
differentiability of <f> a t 0 implies th a t 0  is differentiable everywhere. Now suppose 
v  is a  positive measure and AG I3(X) is such th a t i/(A )=0. Then the function 
tl—* ^ ( A )  has a  minimum at 0. This implies th a t the derivative of this function 
at 0, i.e., d ^ ;f,i/(A) is equal to 0. Therefore Af ;Ĥ  is absolutely continuous with
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respect to v. Let ph ~  y^* Ph is called the logorithmic derivative of v in the
direction of h. We can prove the same result for a sign measure by considering its 
Jordan decomposition. It is shown in [ASF] th a t the  m ap h*-+d^t/ is linear.
Example  1: Here we consider the simple example of a bounded Borel measure p. 
on R.  Let h be a nonzero number. Then,
a) p  is continuous in the direction of h if and only if it is absolutely continuous 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
b) p  is S-differentiable in the direction of h if and only if it is absolutely con­
tinuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and its Radon Nikodyin derivative 
with respect to the Lebesgue m easure is of bounded variation.
c) p  is F-differentiable in the direction of h if and only if a version of its 
Radon Nikodym derivative ^  with respect to the Lebesgue measure is absolutely 
continuous and {$£)'  is integrable with respect to the  Lebesgue measure.
d) p  is infinitely many tim es F-differentiable if and only if a version of ^  is 
infinitely differentiable with integrable derivatives of all orders.
Example  2: Let ( i , / / ,  J3) be an abstract W iener space. Let p t be the W iener 
measure on B  with the variance param eter t >  0. Using the fact th a t the measure 
p t is quasi-invariant in the directions of H  and th a t for each h 6 H , the Radon 
Nikodym derivative d f l =  exp { ^  (2(^, 1 } -  |h |2)} is a  nice function th a t is 
H  — one can show very easily th a t the measure p t is infinitely F-differentiable in 
the directions of H.  In fact in this case, one can prove tha t the m ap h >—> p t{dx +  h) 
from H  to (Ad , t j )  is Frechet differentiable. As mentioned above, both measures 
dp-hPt and kp t are absolutely continuous with respect to p (. The first and 
second derivatives of p t are given below. Notice tha t the Radon Nikodyms of these 
m easures with respect to p t are smooth in the directions of H .
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dF,hpt(dy) =  ~r (h , y )p t ( dy )
and
dF,h,kPt{dy) =  { i r ( h ,!/)(* ,y) -  \ ( h ,  k ) } p t{dy).
We define the subspace of differentiability of a m easure y  € Af to be the linear 
space consisting of vectors along whose directions, y  is F-differentiable. Although 
this subspace can not be the space X  itself [ASF), it is a Banach space with certain 
nice properties [B3]. If AT is a Banach space and y  is a Gaussian measure on X , then 
it is infered from our discussion in section 1.1 th a t the subspace of differentiability 
of y  is a Hilbert space H  such th a t ( i , H , X )  is an abstract W iener space.
One can see from example 1 tha t the regularity properties of a measure y  on R  
(or on any n-dimensional Euclidean space) can all be stated equivalently in term s of 
its relation with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Existence of Lebesgue measure 
in finite dimensional Euclidean spaces reduces the theory of differentiable measures 
in such spaces to the theory of functions. Thus the theory of differentiable measures 
becomes of im portance where there is no Lebesgue measure; as is the case for infinite 
dimensional spaces.
T H E O R E M  1.2 .4  [Bl,B2] :
a) If v € Ad is S-differentiable along h, then it is continuous along h.
b) If v € A i  is F-differentiable along h, then it is S-differentiable along h.
c) If v € A i  is S-differentiable along h and dg^h^ is continuous along h, then 
is F-differentiable along h.
T H E O R E M  1.2 .5  [ASF] : If the measure y  is differentiable along h€X , then for 
every real num ber t, |j y th — y \ \<  |t| || d^y  ||.
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P ro o f  : For each AE 0(X ), apply the mean value theorem to the differentiable 
function s»—> /x<h(A) on the interval [0,t]. This gives us,
f*th(A) -  f i(A)  =  t(d ft/x(A))ro/i f o r  some  r0 € (0, t), 
f tth(A) -  fi{A) < t || {dhn )Toh ||
=  t || dhfi || .
Therefore || p th -  // ||<  t || dhft || . Q.E.D.
T H E O R E M  1.2 .6  [ASF} : If the measure fi is differentiable in the direction IieX, 
then for every real num ber t, || fith -  f i - t d hfi ||<  |t |s u p 0<T<( || (dh/z)Th-dhfi ||.
P ro o f  : for each A e B(X), an application of the mean value theorem to the differ' 
entiable m ap s »-» fiah(A) — sdhfi(A)  on the interval [0,t] gives us,
fith(A)  -  fi{A) -  tdhn(A)  = t | ( d h/i(A ))To/i -  dhf i{A)} f o r  some tq E (0, f).
< |t | sup {(d*p(A)) -  dhfi(A)}
0 < r < t
< |f| sup II (dftv ) Th -  dhfi II .
l )<r<*
This inequality holds for every AG B{X), hence
II Hth ~  M -  tdhfi | |< |t| sup || (dhn) -  dhfi || . Q.E.D.
0 < T < l
T H E O R E M  1.2 .7  [B2J: Suppose tha t the measure fi is F'difFerentiable in the 
direction of h, f is a Borel measurable function differentiable in the direction of h, 
d/,f(x)€ L l {fi) and fG L l {dhfi). Then J  dtif (x) f i (dx)  =  — f  f {x)dhf i (dx)  .
Let /x and v  E M  , The convolution /i * u of the measures fi and v is defined 
by, fi * t/(A) = fi x t / { (x ,y) ;x  +  y E A}  for every AE B(X). It easy to check th a t 
ft * v (A)  = Jx  fi{A — x)i/(dx).  It is also easy to check th a t if fi is F-differentiable in 
the  direction of h, then so is ft * v  and dh(fi* v) = dhfi * v.
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T H E O R E M  1.2 .8  : Let fi be a finite borel measure on X . Let h be a fixed nonzero 
vector. If fi has the property tha t for each bounded m easurable function /  th a t is 
differentiable along h and whose derivative along h is bounded, | f x  dhf (x)v{dx) \  < 
C  II /  IIxi for some positive constant C, then ft is S-differentiable (hence continuous) 
along h.
P r o o f  : Let g be a bounded uniformly continuous function. Let gn =  g * A„ where 
A„ is the Gaussian m easure on R}h  with variance £ and mean 0. Given e > 0. 
3A >  0 such th a t |t | < 6 implies tha t sup,. |g(x — th) — <?(x)| <  e.
f  e~nt
su p |p n (x) -  5 (x)| -  supx I /  [g{x -  th) -  g(x) \—= = d t \
X JR y/2TT j n
r  e ~nt * / 2  r - n t * j 2
— I  6 p r  /  dt +  2 || g ||<*, I  . — dt
yjlsnfn  7|t|>rf r /n
c - « a / 2
< c ^  2 ]| o ||oo I — —* c as n  —» oc.II 9 Hoc /  
J t >  \/27r
Since we took e >0 as an arb itrary  positive number, we have || gn — g ||oo—* 0 as 
n  —* oo.
Now, An is differentiable along li, so gn = g * A„ is also diferentiable along h 
and dhgn = 9  * d ^An and it is easy to see th a t dh<7„ is a bounded function.
Consider the functions <f> : t J  g{x — th) fid{x) and <f>n : t *—► J  gn ( x — th)fi(dx)  
defined on some open interval I containing 0. Obviously ^  as n  oc
uniformly on I. For each n, <f>n is differentiable on I and =  f  dhgn (x — th)ft(dx).  
By assum ption,
II <t>'n ~ 4>'m II =  sup | I dh[gn {x -  th)  -  gm (x -  th)\fi(dx)\  
ig/ J
< c II gn -  gm Hoc— o as m, n  — oc.
Therefore convrges uniformly to some continuous function. This
proves th a t the  m ap <t> : t ►-* /  g{x — th)fi(dx)  is differentiable. But we took g as
1C
an arb itrary  bounded uniformly continuous function. Therefore p  is S-differentiable 
and there existB a measure ds,hH such th a t <£'(0) =  /  g(x)d$.hfi(dx).  Q.E.D.
T H E O R E M  1.2 .9  : Let p. be a bounded Borel m easure on X. Let h^O be a fixed 
vector in X. If 3 €  L l (p) such th a t f  dh<t>(x )p-(dx) — f  <f>(x)£h(x)p(dx)  for every 
bounded m easurable function 0 th a t is differentiable along h with bounded d/,0, 
then p  is F-differentiable along h and d F-kp(dx) — — :)p(dx).
P r o o f  : Let g , 0  , gn and 0„ be as in the  proof of the above theorem  . It is obvious 
th a t 0t,(f) — /  gn (x  — <h)(/,{a;)/i(dx). Therefore differentiability of 0 a t 0 gives us,
lim J  — ———2̂- f t ( d x )  = J  g(x)£h(x)p(dx).
It therefore follows tha t p  is S-differentiable along h and d s.hft(dx)  =  £h(x )ft(dx).  
But the m easure £/,(x)/j{dx) is absolutely continuous with respect to  p  and p being 
S-differentiable in the direction of h is continuous along h. It therefore follows 
from theorem s 1.2.3 and 1.2.4(c) th a t the measure £/,(x)fx{dx) is continuous in the 
direction of h and tha t p  is F-differentiable in the direction of h. Q.E.D.
T H E O R E M  1 .2 .10  : Let ( i .H,  B)  be an abstract W iener space. Let p be a 
bounded Borel measure on B satisfying the conditions of the previous theorem 
along the directions of H.  Furtherm ore suppose tha t the linear m ap h »—► from 
H  to L}(p)  is continuous, then the m ap h t—* ph from H to (A 4 ,t2) is Frechet, 
differentiable.
P ro o f  : It follows from the proof of the theorem  1.2.6 th a t for each A 6 B(D).
-  l*(A) -  dh/i(A )| < o«uP j -  d hp(A)}
=  sllP /  { l/t+ ra(x ) -  
0< r < 1 J
< 2  j  |(/,(x )|/i(dx)
— o(|hj) by assumption.  Q.E.D.
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T H E O R E M  1.2.11 : Suppose the measure \t has the property th a t for every 
ft, ft € H,  there exist functions £ i(ft,x ) and £a(ft, ft, x) >u L l {ii) such th a t for every 
function /  tha t is H  — C 2 with bounded derivatives,
then the measure /i is twice F-differentiable in the directions of H.  Furtherm ore, if 
the m ap (ft, ft) t—► J  |^2 (ft, k,x)\ f i{dx)  is continuous, then he m ap ft * (i{A -+- ft) is 
twice FYechet differentiable.
P r o o f  : It follows from the theorem  1.2.9 th a t fj. is once differentiable and dhfi(dx) = 
(ft, x)f i (dx).  Now
This implies th a t the  measure fi is twice differentiable. Q.E.D.
T H E O R E M  1.2 .12  : Suppose /x is a measure on B  th a t is H  — C l and dhfi(dx) = 
(£(x), h)fi(dx)  where £ : B  —* H  is Bochner integrable with respect to /r. Further­
more Buppose th a t /  is a test function, a : B  —* H  is a  Bochner integrable H ~ C x 
function such th a t Do{x)  6 L\ {H )  for every x  € B  and the function x  ► iD rrfx)^ 
from B  to R  is bounded and continuous. Then,
J  Df(x){h) f i (dx)  -  -  J  f { x ) ^ ( h , x ) f i ( d x )  
and J  D 2f ( x) (h , k ) f i ( dx )  = J  f [x ) ^2 (h>k,x)fj.{dx),
J  Df(x) (k )£x(h , x) f i (dx)  =  J  D 7f ( x ) ( h , k ) n (d x )
J  f ( x ) £ 2{h 'k , x )n{dx )  
J  ( o ( x ) yD f ( x ) } n { d x )  =  -  J / ( x ){  (a{x),£(x)) + trace D o  ( x ) }  fi(dx).
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P ro o f  : By the above assumptions we have
r °°






= -  /  / ( x ) | JD <r(i)(e ,,e t ) +  (tr(x), e ,)(£(x), e ,)}p (dx )
*=i ^
= -  J  f { x ) ^ t raceDo{x )  +  (£(x), cr(x)) j/x{dx). Q.E.D.
The case of W iener measure is slightly different, since dhPi(dx) = — (h, x)pj (dx) 
where x € J3 and (ft,x) is defined a.e. with respect to the measure p \ . But if a 
: B  —* B* belongs to Lp(pi) for some p > 1 and {e,} is the orthonorm al basis 
mentioned in theorem  1.1.4 and 1 +  1 =  1, then
* m  .  j m
I /  ( c r f a : ) ,  e . )  ( c . ,  a:)pi ( d x r ) |  <  /  | ( c t ( x ) ,  ^ ( e , ,  x )e .)  |pj (dx)
i=n i=n
r i  /» m i
-  (  J k ( r ) |B-Pi(d;r)) ' (j  It 5 3 ( e , , x ) e t ||9 Pi(rfx)) ’
i=n
—♦ 0 B y  the r emark  fo l lowing theorem  1.1.4.
So we have the folowing theorem.
C O R O L L A R Y  1.2 .13  : Suppose /  is as in theorem 1.2.12 and a : B  —* B* 
belongs to Lp(pi) for some p > 1, then
J  ( o ( x ) , D f { x ) ^ p i ( d x )  =  J / ( x ) j  (<7(x), x) —trace Do{x)  jp j  (dx).
Rem ark : For the function o  given above, define the //-valued measure u on B{B)
by v{A) = f A o{x)p(dx) .  It is very easy to check th a t if o satisfies the conditions 
mentioned in theorem  1.2.12, then v  is a countably additive m easure th a t is H  — C 1
j  {0 {x ) , ex) ( D f ( x ) , c t ) p (dx )
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i.e., the m ap h *—> f i(A +  h)  is Frechet differentiable for each A  e 13(B)- Theorem 
1.2.12 simply gives us an integration by parts formula for the measure v. Obviously 
from the proof of the  above theorem we see tha t integration by parts takes the form
[  (D/ ( x ) , a ( x ) f i ( dx ) )  =  -  f f ( x ) ^ D { a ( x ) i i ( d . x j ) ( e t , e t )
= —J  f ( x )  trace D(o (x ) f i ( dx ) ) .
T H E O R E M  1.2 .14  : Let A : B  — » L \ ( H )  be a continuous bounded m ap with 
range in the collection of positive definite trace class operators. Furtherm ore as­
sume tha t A  is H  — C 2 and the maps D A  and D 2 A  are bounded and continuous 
from B  into Li{H;  )) and L\  ( L i ( H ) \ L 2 (H))  respectively; DA(x)(- ,  ■, h) and 
DA(  ,h,  ) are both in L \ ( H )  for all h € H  with bounded range in Li (H) .  Let 
fi be an H  — C 2 m easure with fif(dx)(h) — (pi(x),  h)ft(dx)  and fi”(dx)(h,  k) — 
k)fi(dx).  Furtherm ore assume tha t pi and pi are Bochner integrable with 
respect to the measure p and take values in H  and L(H)  respectively. If /  is a 
bounded real valued measurable function th a t is H  — C 2 with bounded derivatives, 
then
j  trace D2 f ( x ) ^ y / A ( x ) ( ) ,  y/A(x)(-)Jf i (dx)
= J  f ( x ) ^ r D 2{A(x)(et ,cJ)!i(dx)}(ct.cJ).
P r o o f  : Note th a t for any orthonorm al basis {e, }°^j of H,
OC
trace D 2f ( x ) [ y / A (x ) ( - ) ,  V^4(x){-)) =  ^  D 2 f ( x ) ( y / A ( x ) ( e t ), y /A (x ) ( e i )')
OO
< Mi Y . W A ( x ) ( e t )\2„
• =  l
*= M x \ y f A ( x ) \ l aiH)
= M i \A(x )\l {H) <  M 2 < OO.
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So by the Lebesgue’s dom inated convergence theorem,
JB trace 02f(x)(^y/'A(x){-), v/A(x)( ))
ac .
=  X ]  /  D 2 f {x ) {e3, e k ){A{x)e3, e k )p{dx).  
J b
and the order of sum m ation does not m atter. But for each j  and k ,
J  D 2f{x ) ( eJ ,ek )(A(x)eJ l ek)n{dx) = J  / ( x ) { d 2A(x) (e3, ek , e3, ek ) +
DA(x) ( c3>e3, efc)(/>i(i:),e|.) +  DA ( x ) ( e k . e3, ek )(p1(x), e3)
+ A(x)(e3, ek )(p2(x)e3, ek )
So now we have to show the convergence in L l (p)  of the sum of the  integrand 
in the right hand side of the above equation.
/ £ , . *  d 2a ( x)(c3, e k <e3, ck )p,(dx) converges by our assum ption on D 2A.
£  J  D /K xK e,, )<„(*>. c ^ ( d x )  = £  J  DA(x) ( e3, e3, pi (x) )p(dx)
< oo.
Tlie same argum ent shows that
X !  I  DA{x){ek , e j , c k ){pi{x),c3)ft{dx) < oc.
j.*  3
Now
E  /  A{x){e3>ek )(p2(x)e3, e k )p{dx) = ^  J ( p 2(x )A(x) e3, e3)fi(dx)
i.fc 3
< oo.
Since Y, j (P 2 (x )A (x)eji e3) < |A>2 ( a ^ ) | | (/ y Q.E.D.
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Note tha t  if A ( x ) € L>2 {H)  for all x  6  B  and C  € £ 2 {H)> A(x)  and C  are both 
positive definite and the map A  from B  into Li { H)  is continuous and bounded 
and H  — C 2 with bounded and continuous functions D A  and D 2A  taking values 
in £ j ( i / ; i i )  and L* ( H; R)  respectively, then the the function A( x)  o C  satisfies the 
conditions stated in the above theorem.
C h apter  2 Banach Space Valued S toch astic  D ifferentia l E quations
§ 1-Stochastic  in tegration  in abstract W ien er  Space
Throughout ( i . H . B )  is considered to be an abstract Wiener space and the 
Banach space B 0, the orthonormal basis {et } ^ , ,  and the collection of orthogonal 
projections { Q n } ^ i  are as in theorem 1.1.4.
D efin it ion  : Let be a complete probability space and be an
increasing family of sub a-fields of T .  Let {W(£,-)}t>o be a collection of random 
elements with s ta te  space B satisfying the following conditions,
a) W (0 } =  0 P-a.s.,
b) for almost all u> e ff, the sample paths are continuous,
c) for each t > 0. < s < £} C Ft,
d) for any 0 < s < t < oc, the random variable W( t )  — W(s)  is independent of 
the cr-algebra F a,
e) W( t )  — W( s )  is distributed according to the Wiener measure p t_a.
Then the process {W (f)}t>o is called a  standard Brownian motion with sta te  space 
B adapted to the filtration {Ft}t>o-
Remark 1 : It is obvious that 'P{w; W{f,w) € B 0} =  p ((B 0) =  1.
Remark 2 : It follows from the definition that if Q \ B  —* H  is a finite rank 
projection whose restriction to H  is an orthogonal projection, then the process 
QWt  is also a Brownian motion in Q(B).
T H E O R E M  2.1.1 : Let (f},F, 'P)  and Ft  be as above. A continuous B-valued 
random process {W(£,uj)}t>o adapted to the filtration F t is a standard Brownian 
motion if and only if for each finite rank projection Q  : B  —► H  whose restriction 
to H  is orthogonal, the process {Q(£,w) } (>0 is a Brownian motion in Q{B)  with 
respect to the filtration Ft-
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P r o o f  : We only need to show (c) and (d) of the definition. We prove (d)
first. Let /  be a bounded continuous function from B to R. Then
/  H Q A W .  -  w . ) ) d v  =  [  n * )  1
=  f f { Q nx ) dp t - a{x)
J b
—■ /  f ( x ) d p t_ t (x) since f ( Q n(r))  -» f ( x )  p t_*a.s.. 
J b
On the other hand
[ f { Q n( W t ~ W 9)}dV  -* f f ( W t -  W t )dP as n  -  oo.
J b  J b
Therefore P { W t — W a € dx)  =  pt—9 {dx).
To prove (c) we need to show that if A € B( B)  and C  € then
v { { w t -  w a)~l (A)  n c }  =  v { w t -  w ,  e  A ) P( C) .  (*)
But our assumption implies that this equality holds if A is a cylinder set. The 
same assumption implies that the collection of sets A that satisfy (*) for a fixed 
C  6  is an algebra. Furthermore this collection forms a monotone class (because 
V  is a probability measure). Therefore this collection must be the Borel field of 
B. Q. E. D.
Existence : For each 0 =  to < ti <  <2 < - ■ ■ < consider the distribution 
Qta,ti tn the measure space (B  x B  x . . .  x  B  , B( B)  x . . .  x B(B) )  defined by
Qt0 tn( A o x . . .  xA„)  -  I . . .  /  /  p*„_ilt_ 1( y „ _ i ,d y „ ) . . .p ( 1(sto,
J An v J Ao
dy\)bo(dyo),
where A\  , . . .  , A n e B( B)  and 6 q is the dirac measure concentrated at 0. The 
collection {Qi0...in }o<(0<*i h* a consistent family of probability measures.
{This follows from the fact that pt- a[x , A)  =  f g  pu_ ,(a \  dy)pt_ u(y, A)  for each 
u ; 0  < s < u < t and A  € B{B)) .  By Kolmogorov’s extension theorem, there
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exist a probability space ( f i ,T , V )  and a collection {JVt}(>o of B  valued random 
elements satisfying properties (a), (c) and (d) of the definition. It is obvious that. 
E\ \ X t -  X»\\A =  JB ||x ||4pt— (<*:r) =  |* — j?|2 f B ||x||4p] (dz) < oo. The same argument 
as in the finite dimensional case can be used to show that almost all sample paths 
of the process are continuous. For each t > 0, we define JT* to be the o-
algebra generated by the random elements { X ,  } o < j < * ,  then it can be shown that the 
process {jV*}t>o is a Brownian motion with respect to the filtration }o<(<oc-
Remark 3 : A Brownian motion { Wt } with sta te  space B is a martingale since for 
s < t,
E { W t \ r 9) = E ( \ v t -  W a\ r 3) +  E { W 3 1 ^ )
= E [ W t - W m) + W,
~  j  x  p t_ 3 (dx)  +  W a 
J b  
= W,
since the measure p t - a is symmetric.
Let G  be a Banach space. A process £ : [0 , oo) x fl — G that is (t, u)-jnintly 
measurable is called nonanticipating if for each t > 0, £(£) is Ti  measurable. For 
each p > l , 0 < a < / ? ,  we introduce two classes of processes;
^[(jr) denotes the Banach space of nonanticipating processes with state space G 
satisfying E  ||{(t)llGd* < oo.
3̂[Gr] denotes the Banach space of nonanticipating processes with state  space G 
satisfying E  supa < oo.
D e f in i t io n  : A stochastic process £ e 0 [G] is called simple if there is a finite
set of numbers a  =  t 0  < ti < . . .  < t„ < such tha t  £(£) =  £(£>) for tj < t < tJ+i ,
j  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . .  . , n  — I and £(£) =  £(£„) when t n < t < 0.
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T H E O R E M  2 .1 . 2  : Let K  be a separable Hilbert space. If £ € q\Li {H\  A')], 
then there exist a sequence {£„} of simple processes in S* p{L(B0; K) \  such that 
E  |£(t) — —» 0 as n —• oo, where £n (f) is the restriction of £„(£) to H .
P r o o f  : The same argument as in the finite dimensional case can be used to show 
th a t  given any c > 0 , £ can be approximated to within e/ 2  by a step process £' in 
S I J L 2 {H; K) )  and then by taking composition of £' with Q n with large enough n, 
£' can be approximated to within |  by a simple process in S £ ^[L(/?0, A')]. Q.E.D.
Let £(t,w) be a simple process in A ira p[L{B0 \K]  with jumps at a  < <
. . .  <  t n — P. When t 3 < t < tj + j, 0 < j  < n,  the K  valued random variable
D?=o ^(**)(M/(t »+i) “  W '(O ) +  ^ ( i j )(W (t) -  where t0  = o  and f„ + i =  ft is
denoted by / J  £(s)rfW(s). It is easy to check that if a and b are two real numbers and 
£i and £2 are two simple processes in jVf£ p[L{B9\ K) \ ,  then for each f, a < t < ft, 
/ J (a £ i(s )  +  6£2(s))dW (s) =  a Ja £1 (&)dW(s)  +  b £2 (s)£/W (s). In fact it is obvious 
that if C 6  L i { K \ K ' )  where K '  is another separable Hilbert space, then C£ is a 
step process in 0 \ L( Bo: K' ))  and C£(.s)diy(s) =  C  J ^ ( s ) d W ( s ) .
Given £ € A)], let {£„} be a  sequence mentioned in theorem 2.1.2.
It is proved in (Kl] that for each t, a  < t < fi, the sequence f *  £n (s)dW{.s) is cauchy
in L 2 {dP)  and hence converges to a random element denoted by J ^ d W( s ) .
T H E O R E M  2.1.3 [Kl] : If £ <= M 2a<(3 [L2 {H; K)},  the process {J((t)}«<t<^ where 
./((f) =  £(.s)dW(s) enjoys the following properties;
(a) J(  has continuous sample paths a.s.,
(b) is a  martingale,
(c) V[supo<,<, \Ji{t ) \K > ft} < ^ _ 2£ | J £(s)|5f,
(d) E J £( t )= 0  and E IJ^O IV  =  & K(«)|l<l*.
2G
Remark 4 : If £ belongs to the space .M^ p\H\,  then the process J ( ( t )  will be denoted
by /j< £(*M w a*)> .
D efin ition  : Let i f  be a Hilbert subspace of a Banach space G such that the 
norm of G  is strictly Weaker than tha t  of K.  Then the couple ( K , G)  is called a 
conditional Banach space.
D efin ition  : Let K\  and K 2 be two Hilbert spaces, A continuous bilinear map 
5  from K\  x K 2 is said to be of trace class type if (i) for each x  G K 2, S x € 
L\ { K \ ), where ( STy, z) — (S (y ,2 ),x), and (ii) the linear functional x  •—» trace S T 
is continuous.
It follows from this definition tha t there exists a unique vector, denoted by 
T R A C E  S , in K 2 such tha t (T R A C E  S , x )  — trace S x for all x  in K 2 . It can also 
be shown th a t  if } is an orthonormal basis of K\ ,  then /«) converges
in K 2 to T R A C E  S.
L E M M A  2.1 .4  [Kl] : If T  € L 2 { H \ K \ )  and S  is a continuous bilinear map from 
K\  x K 2 into K 2, then the bilinear map S o [T x !T ]  from H  x H  into K 2 is of trace 
class type.
T H E O R E M  2.1.5 [Kl] (Ito's lemma 1 ) : Let { K \ , G \ )  ami { K 2 , G 2) be two con­
ditional Banach spaces. Let p be a  function from [0 , 0 0 ) x G 1 into G 2 satisfying the 
following conditions,
(a) For each x  G G 1, p(-,x)  is continuously differentiable and is continuous 
from [0, 0 0 ) x Gi  into G 2,
(b) for each t > 0, p( t t ■) : G\  —► G 2 is twice Frechet differentiable such that / /  
and pn are (t,x)-jointly continuous, C K 2  and pn{t , x) {K\  x K\ )  C K 2.
If X ( t )  = x  +  £(s)riW(s) +  a(s )ds , where x  6 . G\ ,  £ 6  M 2a0 [L2 (H] K ,)]
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and a restricted to the interval [a, /?) is integrablc almost surely, then
p( t , X( t ) )  = p(0 ,x) +  J 0 [p,( s , X { s ) ) o U s ) \ d W ( 8 ) + { ? l ( s , X ( s ) H
+  p’(s , X { * m a ( 8 )) +  ± T R A C E ( p “{s , X( s ) ) )  o [£(*) x ^{s)]}ds.
If £(s) =  J  +  C(s )i where J  e L ( B Q, G \ ) and £ € K \ )], then we
define f £  f ( s ) d W( s )  =  J{W'{0)) -  J ( W ( a ) )  +  { ( s )dW(s) .
T H E O R E M  2 .1 . 6  [K ll(Ito’s lemma 2) : Let (A 'i .G i)  and (A"2 ,G 2 ) be two con­
ditional Banach spaces. Assume that Gi has a schauder basis. Let p be a function 
from [0 ,oo) x Gj into G 2 satisfying (a) of the above theorem and (b') for each 
t >  0, p(t, •) is twice i f  1-differentiable such tha t Dp(t ,  x) e L { K \ , K j ) and D 2 p { t ,  x )  
is a trace class type bilinear map from K\  x K\  into AV Also the maps Dp  : 
[0, 0 0 ) x Gj —* L( Ki ,  K 2) and T R A C E  D 2 p : [0, 0 0 ) x G\ —* K 2 are continuous. 
Let
X ( t ) = x +  f  £(a)dlV(s) +  f 
J  Gt J(*
where £ — ./ +  C- J  € L ( B 0 ,G\ ) ,  £ € K \ )] and let a  restricted to the
interval [or,/?] be integrable almost surely. Suppose Dp{t ,  x)( J { B a)) C K 2 for all t 
and x.  Then
p( t , X( t ) )  = p(0 ,x )  +  J P [ Dp ( s , X ( s ) ) o t ( s ) ] d W( s )  + f  { ~
+  Z>p(a,X(s))(ff(s)) +  ^ T R A C E D 2 p{s ,X{s) )  o [£(*) x £(s)]}d*.
As applications of Ito's lemma , we prove the following two theorems.
T H E O R E M  2 .1 .7  : Let K be a separable Hilbert space and £ 6  X i ^ 1 [L2 {H', A')] 
for some integer m > 1 ; then the process {/^ £(s)dlV (s ) } a < (< 0  belongs to the space 
S ^ p \ K \  and furthermore,
t* 4m 3 rp
E[  sup | /  ( M d W [ u ) \ % ' ] < ( - — — ) m( 0 - a r - '  E\Uu)\\'"du.
Cl <»<,{) Je t 3 J  ct
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P r o o f  : The result for m =  l follows from the fact that the process J  £(s)<2W(s) is a 
martingale and .Ej £(s)dW{s) \2H =  E  (use the submartingale inequal­
ity). So we assume that m > 1 . First we show tha t  for any (H: K)\
we have
r0 r0
(1) E\  /  t ( 8 ) d W ( s ) < m { 2 m - l ) m ( P - a } m- l E
Jet J  a
Let us assume for the moment tha t  this inequality is true for every bounded 
simple process. Let € S ^ p \ L 2 {B0\ K) \  be such th a t  E  |£n («) — £(s) |2md.s —♦ 0 
as n  —* oo. This of course implies tha t  | ^n (s)dVF(s)j/f —* | f 0  ^(.s)dVF(s)j K in 
L 2 (dP)  as n —* oo. We may assume (by taking a subsequence if necessary) that 
this last convergence is almost surely. Now we have
f 0  r 0
E\  /  * (s)dW (s)& " =  E  lim | /  U( s ) dW{ s ) \ ] T
J a Tl̂ ° °  J a
f 0< lim inf E\ I £n(.'0dVF(s}| Fatou*s l emma,
n“,0° J<*
f 0
< lim inf m(2m -  l ) m(/3 — a ) m l E  j  |£n (s) |2mrfs
n —*oo /
J  a t
f 0
-  m(2m -  -  a )m~ l E  /  |a « ) |^ " d s .
Jet
So it suffices to prove ( 1 ) for bounded step functions £. To do this we apply 
Ito ’s formula to the function /  : K  —* R  defined by f ( x )  = and to the process
Ja ^(s )dW{s) .  Note that




This gives us 
r-/J
| f iU)iWU)?K = f <2m| f‘((u)dW{u) I2” - 1 f  S.{u)dW(u)Ms)dW(s))
4/ a */ t* Jo  Ja
+  \ J ‘a TRACE^m\ / * « ( “ )<i w , ( “ ) i ? r ‘ 2 i « » ) ( ) i K - +
+  4m (m  —1)| f £(u)d,W(u)| j£"-4 x
JfX
x ( J  {(tOdŴu).̂ )̂)*]*.
K
Now we need to show that
<■&E J  |a«)*{2m| J  C(u)dW(u)\2̂ ~ 2 J ’ au )dW U t)] \2Hds <  00.
We know that £{s) : B 0 —* K and £(s)*(.fiT) C S*.
Let a  =  £q < £1 <  ■ ■ • < tn — fl be the partition corresponding to Then,
E [ '  I [ < (u )d H '(« ) |y - ‘ |f(»)*( [ ‘ Uu)dW(u)) \ lds
J «  J a  J a
< C \ E  j  | f  £(u)rfH; (u ) |^T,_4 |£(s)*( f  ^(u)dVT(u))jg. ds  c[s arc constants,
J a  Jft J a
rt\
< cxE  /  K(a)(IV(s) -  W '(a))|4fm- 4 K(a)*{(a){H '(s) -  W ( a ))\2B;ds
J  a
< c 2E  f  ’ \W(s)  -  W( a ) \ 4m~2ds 
J  a
= c2  f  ' E \ W{ s )  -  W( a ) \ i m~2ds
J  a
= c2 [  f | |z | |4 m~ 2 pa, a {dx)ds 
J a  J b
=  c2 ^  f  {s -  a ) 2 m- i \\y\\4 m~2 p l (dy)dS < oo.
J a  J b
Similarly one can show that
e / (,+i 1 r  t i u ) d w ( u ) \ * ? - * \ t ( * n  r  i { u ) dw{ u ) ) \ 2Hd
J  l, J  a  J  a
S  <  OO.
Therefore,
E  f 0 ( 2 m \  f  £ ( u ) d W( u ) \ 2 ™ ~ 2  f  i { u ) d W { u ) ^ { s ) d W { s ) ) K = 0  
J a  J  a  J  a
and
(2) £J| /  f(»)rfW'(s)|5T =  \ f0 f  Hu)iW{u) |2Km- 2l a s ) ( ^ ) | 2K +
J a  * J a  j  = ] a
+  4m (m  — 1)| f  t ( u ) d W( u ) \ 2̂ {  f  i ( u ) dW{u) , i { s ) { e } )) 2K\ds.
J a J a
So
E \  f  ( ( s )dW U )^  < m ( 2 m - l )  f  E \  r U u m ^ - W ^ i s .
J a  J a  J  a
Now applying Holder’s inequality with p = and q =  m , we get
( 3 )  E \  [  U s ) d W ( s ) |}f”
J a
< ( j  e {i r ( W d w M ^ ) d s ) - ( r E ^ s ^ d a ) -
J a  J a  J a
From (2) it is clear tha t  the function t *-* E\  / j  ^(u)dW{u) \ 7̂  is monotone 
increasing. Therefore
f  E\  f  i {u) dW{u) \ 2̂ d s  < f  E\  f  U^ ) d W{ u ) \ 2̂ d s  
J  a  J  ci J  a  J  a
f 0
= W- < x ) E \  /  a u ) d W { u ) \ 2̂ d s .
J a
So from (3) it follows that
E| f  Uu)dW(u)\]r
J  a
< m{2m ~ \){{{5 -  a)E\  f  i {n)dW{u) \ 2̂ } ^  { [ *  E\C(s)\2^ } ± .
J a Ja
Simplifying the inequality gives
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By the argument at the beginning of the proof, this inequality holds for every 
£ 6  A /i^ 0 [L2 ( H\ K) ) .  Now, the process { £{u)e(W(ii)}rt< (<0  is a  martingale;
This inequality together with (1) gives us the desired estimate. Q.E.D.  
T H E O R E M  2.1.8 : Consider the processes X i  and X 2 where
where £ i , £ 2 €  A'))) and t r \ ,o2 G M q ^ [ L i K ) }  and Cl and £2 are
L ( K )  valued square summable random variables tha t are To  measurable. Then
where £ € L 2( K)  x L 2 (K)) \  is defined by £(s)(/i) =  (£](s)(A),£2 (s)(/i))
and a G A'fo.oct-MK )  x L(K)]  is defined by a(s) (k)  =  (fTi(.s)(h),cr2 (.s)(/i)) and
C = «!,Ca).
Let Gj =  L ( K )  x L ( K ), G 2 = L { K ), N y -  L 2 ( K)  x L 2 (K)  and N 2 = L 2 (K).  
Then (JVi,Gj) and [N 2 , G 2) are both conditional Banach spaces. Now we apply Ito's
therefore
and
X i(«)Jf2 ( t )= C ,C 2 + /  X ,(s )£ 2 (5 ) ( d ^ ( s ) ) +  f  i i ( s ) ( d W ( s ) ) X 2 (s)
J o J o
^ i ( s ) X 2 ( s )  +  A ' i ( s ) ct2 ( s ) +  5 2 £ i ( ^ ) ( e t ) o £ 2 ( s ) ( e j )
0 * •  1
P r o o f  : We can combine both of these equations and write them in the following 
way,
formula to the function p : Gj —*■ G 2 defined by p{A, B)  =  A B  and to the process
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X{t ) .  p is twice Prechet differentiable ; p’ : Gj L{G\;  G 2) where p'(A^ D)(C,  D) — 
A D  + C B  and p" : G x -* L{G\  x G i ; G2) where p"{A,  B)\ (C,  D),  ( C \  £>')] = 
C D  4- CD*.
So
p'(JV(f))(£(0) =  * ' ( * i ( 0 ,* a ( 0 ) ( & < 0 . f c « ) )
= Zi ( t ) X 2 (t) +
and
p " ( x ( t ) m t )  x  m )  =  p " ( ^ i ( 0 ^ 2(f))[(6 (0 , 6 (0 ) , ( e i ( 0 , 6 (0 )]
=  2 6 (<)6 (0 -
So
77M C I?  />"<X(t))[((t) x ((01 =  2 ^ 6 ( 0 ( e . K 2 ( 0 ( e J .
I
The conclusion of the theorem follows from Ito’s formula. Q . E . D .
§2-In f in i te  d im e n s io n a l  s to c h a s t ic  d if fe re n t ia l  e q u a t io n s
The following existence and uniqueness theorem was stated and proved in [Kl 
, K2].
T H E O R E M  2.2.1 : Let (K,  G) be a conditional Banach space. Suppose tha t /  
and g are two functions satisfying the following conditions.
(a) /  is of the form f(t ,x,u>) = C  +  h ( t , x , oj),  where C  € L{ B\ G)  and h ;
[a,/J] x G x fl —► L i { H \ K )  is such that for each u> e fi, the map ( t ,x )  *—* /((Lx.oj)
is continuous. Let g : [ a , /?] x G x fi —> G be such that for each u> G G. the map 
( t ,x )  g(t,x,u>) is continuous.
(b) For each x  € G, / ( - ,x ,  ■) and ) are nonanticipating.
(c) There exists a positive number 7  such that with probability 1,
-  h ( t , y ) \ 2 +  |g( t , x)  -  g{ t , y) \G < i \ x  -  y \ Q, and
|/»(t,x ) | 2 +  |p ( t ,x ) |G < 7 ( 1  +  |x |G) for all x , y  e  G.
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Let C £ Ad^ p\G\ have continuous sample paths. Then the G-valued stochastic 
integral equation
Y( t )  =  <(() +  f  f ( s , Y ( s ) ) d W ( s ) +  f  g(at Y ( a))ds 
J  a  J  a
has a unique continuous solution Y  (E A<* p[G}- Moreover, y ( t )  is a Markov process 
if C(t) is so.
An easy application of Holder’s inequality and theorem 2.1.7 gives us the fol­
lowing estimate.
T H E O R E M  2 .2 . 2  : Suppose C in the above theorem belongs to *Sq™[G] f°r sonic 
positive integer m. If in addition to the assumptions stated above, Y  € S ^ np[G] and
|h ( t .x ) | j m +  |ff( t ,x ) |£ "  < 7 (l +  |x |2cm),
then we have
E  sup |V<Olom < D [ 1 + E  sup KlOlc"),
where D is some positive constant.
Now consider the following two stochastic integral equations
Vi(0  =  Ci(0 +  [  /(*,Vi(s))dIV{*) +  [  g ^ Y ^ s ^ d s
J  a  J a
and
n ( 0 =C2<<)+ [  f ( s , Y 2 { s ) ) d W( s ) + f  g( s , Y 2 (a))ds,
J a  J a
where /  and g satisfy
|A(t,x) “  h{ t , y) \ \ m + |ff(t,x) -  g( t , y ) \ 2™ < y \ x  -  y\*™
in addition to the conditions stated in the theorem 2.2.1. Furthermore assume that 
Ci and C2 belong to  <S*^[G]. Then using theorem 2.1.7 and Holder’s inequality we
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arrive a t  the following estimate 
E  sup | y , ( s ) - V 3(u)|!r* < d J e  sup | ( i ( s ) - ( 2(s)|om+
o<»< < '
+ f e  sup |y 1( s ) - y , ( « ) | J " d u +  f e  sup | r , ( s ) - y 2{s)|Gm^ ) -
J a  a < s < u  J a  er<a<ti '
Invoking Gronwall’s inequality we get
E  sup | V , ( s ) - y 2(s)|c”' < £ > i £  sup | ( , ( s ) - C j ( s ) |c ” +
<*<#<t o < a < (
+ 2Di f  e2D' E  sup |Ci(s) -  <2 (s)|^mdu. ( . . )
J a  f»<a<u
Next we give another application of Ito’s lemma.
T H E O R E M  2.2 .3  : Consider the following linear stochastic integral equation,
{(t)  = I +  f B ( s ) ( d W ( s m * ) +  f  a{s)i{s)ds,
J  0 Jo
where B  is in the affine space J  +  A fo iOC[i/2 ( / f ;  L2 (/T))], J  6  L{ B0; L ( K } )  anti 
o  € A4g oolL^/C)]. This equation has a unique solution tha t is invertible almost 
surely for all t.
P r o o f  : Apply Ito’s formula to the process £(t) and the function p : L{K)  —* L ( K)  
defined by p(A) — A - 1 . If p is defined at an element in L ( K ), then it is defined 
on a neighborhood of this element and it is infinitely Frechet differentiable in this 
neighborhood.
p’ : L { K)  — L(L( K) - , L( K) )  and p" : L( K)  -* L ( L ( K )  x L ( K) \ L { K) ) .  
p' {A){D)  =  - A ~ XD A ^  and p"(A){D,  E)  = A ~ x D A ~ l E A ~ X +  A ~ l E A - ' D A ~ x. 




/>"(«0)(B(0(-)«0. WXOf(O) = 2{(()-1{B(()()}{B(l)()}.
So
oo
T R A C E  p"M)) (B( t ) ( - ) t ( t )>B( t ) ( - )Z( t ) )  = 2 ^ 2 m ~ 1 [B(t)(e t ) } 2
1 = 1
OO
=  2« t ) - >  £ [ B ( t ) ( e . ) ] 2. 
1 = 1
The sum $ 3 ^ i [ £ ( t ) ( c ; ) ]2 converges in L,2 ( K)  since
I E p w m ’ l ,* ,  < e i b i o m I . , * ,
t  =  TT*
O O  o c
= E E
t =  m  j , k =  1
where {ij} is an orthonormaJ basis of K.  and this last sum converges to zero as 
m —» oo.
So we have shown that if the inverse of the solution (  exists, it must satisfy the 
following linear stochastic integral equation
m  = i  -  j f  f(«)B(»)(<nv(»)) +  j
This equation also satisfies the requirements of the existence and uniqueness theo­
rem. It follows from theorem 2.1.8 that
m m  = i -  [  <(»)<(»)B(«)(dW'(»))+ f  B( , s ) ( dw( s m s ) ( ( s ) +
Jo Jo
+  /  (<*(*)((«)£(*) +  i(* )^ (* ){ -^ (s )  +
Jo »=i
O O
-  ]TB («)(e,)((»K (s )B(s)(e,))<is.
1 = 1
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Obviously £(.*»)£(«) =  I  is the unique solution of this equation. The same 
type of computation shows that ((s)({s)  — / ,  ‘P-a.s.. Therefore for each t, ((£) is 
invertible P-a.s.. Since the process £(t) is continuous almost surely, there exists an 
impossible event outside of which, ((£) is invertible for all t.
Remark : Now consider the linear stochastic integral equation
m = J+ f\(s)B(s)(dW(s)) + f\{s)a(s)ds 
Jo Jo
with B  and a  satisfying the conditions stated in the above theorem. The same
argument as in the proof of theorem 2.2.3 shows that ((()  is invertible P-a.s. for
every t. It is shown in [K4] tha t if for each x  (E H,  {B(s)(x), o ( s ) },>o forms a 
commutative family of operators in L( K) ,  then
f t  f t  t oo
f ( t )  =  e x p ( j f  B( s ) ( d WU) )  +  ( „ ( * ) - 5 £ ( B ( . < ) ( e , » 2)d.«)
It therefore follows that if K  = R,  then the solution of the stochastic integral 
equation
f(t)  =  l +  f ((s){B(.s),dlV (s)) +  f Z(s)a(s)ds 
Jo Jo
is
((£) =  exp ( j f  ( B ( 3 ) , d W ( a)) + J  {<r(s)~ I |B ( * ) | * )<**).
§3-Equations d ep en d in g  on a param eter
It is shown in [K4] that if the coefficients A  and a  of the B-valued stochastic 
integral equation X x ( t ) =  x  +  f Ql A(s,  X x ( s) )dW(s)  + j*  o{s , X*{s ) )ds  are differ­
entiable in the directions of H  (in the second variable), then under some suitable 
conditions, the map x >—* A‘x(t) from B to A4§>({B] is H  — C 1 and th a t  the derivative 
is a process tha t  satisfies a  linear operator valued stochastic differential equation
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that is obtained by differentiating the above equation formally with respect to the 
starting point. Now we generalize this theorem to the case where the initial condi­
tion and the coefficients A and a  are smoothly dependent upon some variable,
T H E O R E M  2.3.1 : Assume that A, /  and o satisfy the following conditions.
(a)- The map /  : B  —► B  is H  — C 1 such that Df ( x )  € L ( H; H)  Vx and the 
function D f  : B  —* L { H \ H )  is bounded and Lip-1.
(b)- A  is of the form Aft, x, y) =  J  +  K{ t , x , y )  where J  € L{B, B) ,  K  is a 
bounded continuous map from [0 ,oo) x B  x B  into L 2 (H)  and a  is a bounded 
continuous map from [0, oo) x B  x B  into B.  Assume that for each x, A(-,x, ■) and
■) both satisfy the conditions of the existence and uniqueness theorem.
(c)- For each t, K{ t , x , y )  is H — C l in each variable x  and y , D\ K(t, , x) 
and D 2 K ( t , x , )  are both bounded and H  Lip-1 and have values in L 2 { H \ L 2 {H)),  
DiK(- ,  ,,x) and D 2 K { - , x , }  are bounded continuous maps from [0. s) x B  into 
L 2 {H\ L 2 {H))  for each s > 0 and each x  E B.
fd)- n( t , x , y )  is H  — C 1 in each variable x  and y , D\o{t , - , x)  and D 2 o {1 , ■)
are both bounded and Lip-1 in the directions of H  and for each s > 0, x  G B.  
Dyo( t , - , x)  and D 2a f - ,x , )  are both bounded and continuous maps from [(),«) x B 
into L 2 (H).
For each x  € B,  let denote the solution of the stochastic integral equation
r ( t )  =  / ( * ) +  f  A ( s , x . t x { s ) )dW( s )+ f  o ( s , x , C( s ) ) ds ,
Jo Jo
then the map B  —► Sq 3 (B)  defined by x £x is H  — C 1 for every p > 1. Further­
more, for each h 6  H,  D x£x(h) is the solution t/ of the stochastic integral equation
r)(t) =  D f ( x ) h +  f DK{$,  x ^ x {s))(h,rj(s))dW(s)  +  f  D( j ( s , x , ( x (s)){h,T)(s))d.<>. 
Jo Jo
P r o o f  : Throughout the proof, the norms in and Sq q[L2 {H\ K) \  (where K
is a Hilbert space) v ill be denoted by |j ■ ||Pi^ and I I .  respectively. By Holder'sP *r̂
inequality, we only need to consider the case where p  is an even integer. Theorem 
2.1.7 implies th a t  £ S q *[Z?] for all even P.  Prom the hypothesis it follows that 
for each h € H , € H  Vx € B,  t > 0. Now we define the processes
=  a+k - a.




* h. = fJo Do{s,  x  +  vh, £x (s) + v<d^)dv.
© u  =  { f 1 D / ( x  + v k ) d v ) ( h ) +  r r J ( / i . e J ) d W ( a ) +  [ u ^ ( h , e * ) d s .
Jo Jo Jo
Next we show th a t  the map x  *—* from B  to Sq  ([i?] is Lip-1. Throughout the
proof ct ’s will be constants.
P ,U'
< c , | f c | p +  c , |  [  r J ( A , 0 i‘ ) d l V ( a ) r  + C . A f  * * { h , e * ) d s  
1 Jo !P-U' 1 Jo
V
Now,
\ f  r * ( h , e * ) d W ( s ) F < c 2 f  £ | r ; ( f c , e j ) l j d a  by t h e o r e m  2.1.7. 
1 Jo p-u' Jo
Therefore,
i p  /■ “ '
'P.«' Jo
Since
0 < * < J
” (■) p.*
we have
© f . j r  <<*\h\p + czf |©f,r da. 
IP.M' Jo 1 !P J
Invoking Gronwall's lemma, we infer that
c + h ~ r  < m \h\,
p.«’
for some positive number M. 
Now we have
f  { Df ( x  +  vh) — Df ( x ) } dv ( h )  +  /  {r;
Jo Jo
D K ( s , x < t t ) ( h t-,h ) } +  f {#;(/*, 0 f )
Jo
-  Do(s<x,ZZ){h, i ia)}ds,
and
r ; ( A , e I )  -  D K ( s , j : , f f ) ( f t , , , )  =  r f ( f c . e j )  -
= I  (D K i x +  v h , g  +  ) -  D K ( s , x , o ) d v ( h ,
f ) +
© f ) +
So for 0 <  v! <  u,
p
P,«'
| j  { r* ( / i ,0 ^ )  — DK( s , x , £*) ( h , r } t ) }dW( s )
~ ° ^ L  L  { D K (s ' x  + vh ' t *  -  D K { s tx ^ l ) } d v { h ^ ) d W { s )
+  C6 | |i?A '(s , i , ^ ) ( o , e J - » 7J )d iv (S) P
II p,tV
< C 7 £  E \ j  { D K ( . s . x  +  v h , i :  +  v e h9 -  D K ( S , x , C s ) } d v ( h >Q ^ ) \ P2d S+
+  c7 f £ |D K '( a ,x ,^ ) ( 0 ,© J  -  by T heorem  2.1.7,
Jo
11 1
< c 8 j f  E \  J  { D i f ( s . x  +  w f c , ^ + v e J ) - D « ' ( s , x , ^ ) } d t » | 1
* \/\h\n +  I©?!//ds + c* JQ £ le - _ T>*twfis
-  C8 £  EU! \DK{*'X + Vh'Z +  U e^ l L ( « ^ ;L3( / / ) , ) ,V > ^  +  >e">2/ d*
r u‘+  c6 /  £ | © ? - r , s | ' d s
JO
< I
< C Q  f E {\h \2H +  l e j l 2H) pds + Cg fU E|©'* -  rh \p„ ds DK is L i p -  1,
JO JO
< c 10H ^  +  c10 [  E  sup (©{‘l^'ds +  c1() [  E  sup |©{* -  Pt\pffds 
Jo 0 < i < »  Jo  0 <(<S
— cl 0 \h\2p +  c10 f (©J1.)! ds + c1 0  f  |©(\  -  77(.)
J o  1 , 2 P- fl J o  i
Note th a t e f>
ap
2 p,s





Similarly it can be shown that
f  -  sh ) -  U<7(s , i ,{ * ) (h , i ; , )} d a
Jo
< cn \ h \2H +  c i2 /  Qf.j -  *7 
Jo 11
Since by assumption, D f  is Lip-1, we get from above estimates
ds.
\p,»
| C + " - C - n '  <  d a l C  +  c , 3I p,u' - C - V ds.p.»








Therefore the map x £x from B  to Sq ([R] is Frechet differentiable in the direc­
tions of H. Q.E.D.
Using the same argument as in the proof of the above theorem, we arrive at 
the following result.
T H E O R E M  2.3 .2  ; Let the functions f  :B ~  g.B S ^ t [L2 {H; L 2 (H))}
and z : B  •—> Sq ([L(/f)] be Frechet differentiable in the directions of H  for every 
p > 1. Suppose z and g are bounded. If for each x  e B,  is the solution of the 
linear stochastic integral equation
£? =  </<*)}. +  f {9 (*)}.(£.')(rfH, ( i »  + [ \ z { x ) } . a d * .
Jo Jo
then the map x  *—* from B  to Sq t [//] is Frechet differentiable in the directions 
of H  and the derivative g =  D x£z {h) of this map in the direction of h E H  satisfies 
the stochastic integral equation








Note tliat the derivative of the solution £x of the stochastic integral equation in 
theorem 2.3.1 is the solution of a linear stochastic integral equation which in turn 
is a differentiable function of x (by theorem 2.3.2), if one assumes higher order 
differentiability for the coefficients of the equation. Therefore combining the above 
two theorems, we arrive at the following result.
T H E O R E M  2.3 .3  : Suppose /  , A  and a in theorem are bounded with bounded 
H-derivatives up to order in. If the m-th derivative of each of these functions is 
Lip-1 in the directions of H , then the map x  t—* £x from D to S q t [Z?J is m-times 
Frechet differentiable in the directions of H .
§4-C am eron  M artin  G irsanov T h eorem  
L E M M A  2.4.1 : Let /  E AAqT \H\ and for some 6  > 0 ,
E exp |  (1 +  ) J  < oo,
then
E  e x P  { J  ( f {» ) -dW( s ) )  -  ^  | / ( s ) | / / d s j  =  1
for any 0 < t\ < t 2 < T.
P ro o f  : Here we use the fact tha t the conclusion of the theorem holds when H  is 
finite dimensional [F], Therefore for each Qn and 0 < < ( 2 < T  wc have,
E e x p { f t (Qnf ( s ) , d Q nW{s) )  -  ~ =  1 .
The equality {Qnf { s ) , d Q nW( s ) )  — J ^ ( Q nf { s ) , dW{ s ) ) ,  Vn, is obvious 
when /  is a  simple process in and hence is true (by a passage to limit) for
all /  € M l  T [H}.
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For each g 6  / A q T \H\, let
C(<i,*2 ,ff) =  exp |  (g(s) , dW{s) )  -  ^  |5 ( s ) |^ d s} .
Now we show th a t  the collection of random variables jc U i  > *2 . Q n / )}  is uni­
formly integrable.
Let t  >  0, then
E<( t , , t 2 ,Q „ / ) '+'  = £ c x p { ( l  + e )  J  ' (Q„J( s ) , dW{s ) )  -  ^ ~ x
x  J'' | Q n / ( » ) | 3 , } ° X p { ?1 +  t>(22 —  f'] J'' I Q n / ( s ) l 5 , } r f »
<  [ £ < ( ( „  h ,  (1 +  0 j <?n/)] *  [ £ e x p  {  U  +  O ’ O  +  O j ' '  |e„/(.,)pHd.,}] 147
=  [£ » p { < i ± £ ! ^ l ± l )
< [£ e x p { ( 1 + t ) 2 ( 2  +  e) £  l /W lfc d .} ]  *  f a r  all n,
< oc w hen  e is sm all enough.
Therefore the sequence {C((i * (2 < Q n / ) j  is uniformly integrable.
We may assume (by taking a subsequence if necessary) tha t the sequence of 
random variables J ^ { Q nf { s ) , d W( s ) )  converges almost surely to f **{ f { s ) , dW(s ) ) .  
It therefore follows th a t  C(t i , t 2 , Q n f )  —* C (^i^2 , / )  P-a.s..
Therefore from above we have
1 =  E e x p ( C ( * i <?«/ ) )  -» E exP (<(< i,t2 , / ) )  as n -* oo. Q.E.D.
Remark 1 : It follows from the remark following theorem 2.2.3 tha t  C((i ^ 2 - / )  
satisfies the stochastic integral equation
*(t) =  l +  / % < * ) < / ( . ) ,  iflV(a)>.
Jti
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T H E O R E M  2.4 .2  {Cameron Martin Girsanov) : Let {W''{t)}o<t<T be a B-valued 
Brownian motion adapted to the filtration {.Ft}o<(<T as defined in section 1 . If 
/  € M q>ix\H \  and is as in the proof of theorem 2.4.1, Then the process
W( t )  =  W( t )  — Jo f ( s ) d s  is a Brownian motion adapted to {^*}o<t<T with respect 
to the probability measure V(duj) = exp£{0.T,  f )V(duj) .
P ro o f : By theorem 2.4.1, Pfduj) is a probability measure. Let E  denote the 
expectation with respect to measure V.  If h € B *, then
E e *(h,wt- w . )  _  f  €^ w , - w . ) ^ Q T  ^ v d̂uJ^
Jtt
=  f lim ( {Q, T , Qn f)V{(ko)
=  lim /  et(AQ"(^ - v,"*)>C(0,7’, g n/)P (d w ) n.“ *oo J
since the collection Qn/JJJTLi is uniformly integrable,
— lim e~ alO-M2!*-*)
»“*OD
=  e - i l  ->_
So the B-valued random variable W t — W s is distributed according to pt-s-  
Now let A 6  E 9, then for each real number A,
£ e .A<a,iV,-(V. )+.*!„ _  J  e .A(h,vv,-iV.) + .Ai^ ^ 0 ^  ' f ) ' p(dw)
= lim /eiMh,Q-(W'-̂ -)>+lM'*C(0,T,Qn/)7>(dw)n — oo J
= lim f  e’A<Q"h^ '- (vV' - vV- » C (0 , r ,Q n / ) 7 ?(du;)x 
n —00 J
x J  e*AC(0, T, Qnf)V(du>)
e*Â > . - ^ > C(0,T, / )V(<Lj )  f e * \ ( 0 , T J ) V ( d u ) )
J a
=  £ e*A<hVv ,- tv . ) £ e»Ai,,
Hence the random variable ( h , W t — W t ) is independent of the a-algebra JFa. This 
implies tha t the B-valued random variable W t -  W 9 is independent of JrM. The other 
conditions are obviously satisfied. The theorem is proved.
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Let /  be a bounded nonanticipating process and W[t )  be as in theorem 2.4.2 
and let K ) J denote the Banach space of nonanticipating processes with
state space Li ( H;  K )  that are p —integrablc with respect to the measure ds x V(du).  
Assume th a t  g belongs to the space p\L,2 {H\ K)\ .  Then
E  f  W ) ? d a  = f  / ° | 9(s) |2C (a ,0 , / )P (< M
J  ft J  n
< c  f  / | g ( s ) | 2J>(<M
J ( \  Jo,
<  oo.
Therefore g € M 2 a0 [L2 {H\K) \ .
Now let {^/t} he a sequence of simple processes in ^[L(J30; A-}] converging 
to g in M 2a p\L,2 {H\  Zf}], then gk converges to g in M 2a 0 [L2 {H\ K)\ .  W ithout loss 
of generality we may assume the following,
tP  rP
/  gk{a)dW(s)  -* /  g{s)dW{s)  V  -  a.s..
J a J a
and
f  .9fc(>*f)^W(.s) —► f  g(s)dW{s)  V  — a.s..
J  n  J  r*
But it is readily seen that.
rP __ rP rP
/  gk(s )dW(s)  = /  /  gk( s ) ( f ( s ) )ds .
J  a  J  a  J  a
So a passage to limit gives us
eP t P  t P
/  g(s)dW<*) =  /  g { s ) d W { * ) -  /  f l(s )( /(s ))ds . 
J a  Jet J<*
Now we use Girsanov theorem to obtain some results concerning the measures 
induced by a  stochastic differential equation of the type
4G
where the bounded H  valued function <?(-, •) satisfies the conditions of the existence 
and uniqueness theorem. The solution of the equation (*) is a Markov process with 
transition probability p( s , x , t , dy )  = G dy} where £aiX is the solution that
satisfies the initial condition £{0 ) =  x  P-a.B..
Consider the stochastic processes
O 0 = r  + V m - W W
and
f t
t > a.W( t )  = W( t )  — J  o(u, t ' 3 J u ) ) d u
By theorem 2.4.2, W{t )  is a Brownian motion with respect to the probability mea­
sure
P ( d w ) = e x p { ^  (o(u,Z'g x (u) ) , dW(u) )  -  ^  ^  |(x(u, £ ' }V{dw).
Obviously the measure induced by is the Wiener measure p t- 3 ( x ydy)
defined on B  that, is smooth and quasi-invariant along the directions of H . There­
fore.
p ( s ,x . t , dy )  = P U a,x (t) € dy)
— ^(£*,1 ( 0  € dy) by G irsanov theorem ,
= = y)-P(i..(,>{d»)
-  =  y)pt-sl*<dy)
where E (jp p {u>) C .i tO  ~  V̂ j ; B  —* R  is a Borel measurable function that belongs 
to L l {pt- a(x, dy)).  Hence the measure p{s , x , t , dy )  is continuous in the directions
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of H.  Furthermore for each h 6  H ,
p{s , x , t , dy  +  h) ~  E x = y + f i j pt_ a{x + h,dy)
C  Pt~s{x,dy)
= £ ( ^ M | C x ( 0  =  y ) p ( ^ x , t , d y )
<g: p (s ,x , t ,d y ) .
Therefore for each stochastic differential equation of the form (*), we obtain a large
collection < p(s, x, t, dy)   ̂ of (in general non-Gaussian) measures tha t are
I i 0<a<t,i€ b
quasi-invariant in the directions of H.
C h a p te r  3 M e a s u re s  In d u c e d  by  S to c h a s t ic  D if fe re n tia l  E q u a t io n s
Itl-Sm ooth m easu res induced  by so lu tion s o f  sto ch a stic  d ifferentia l equa­
tion s
In this section we use the Girsanov theorem to obtain some results on smooth­
ness of measures induced by solutions of stochastic integral equations. We start by 
considering first a stochastic integral equation of the type
= /  A( s ) dW( s )  +  /  a ( s ,£ x(s))ds (*)
J  0 J 0
Where v4(t) — I + K{t ) ,  K(  ) : [0 , oo) —> L 2(H)  is continuous, K  e  >00[L j(//)] . 
A(t)  restricted to / /  is bounded and separated from zero for all t > 0 and the H  
valued function rr(■, ■) is bounded and satisfies the requirements of the existence and 
uniqueness theorem. In section 4 of chapter 2 we proved that in the special case 
where A{t)  =  I.  the measure induced by £x(0  is continuous and quasi-invariant, 
along the directions of H.  It was also mentioned there that the distribution of 
the random variable £x(£) with respect to measure V  is exactly the same as the 




r  =  exp { j f  (A(.s)-1a (s ,^ ( .s ) ) ,d W (s ) )  -  i  £ \ A( s ) - ' o ( s .  {'x (s) )|^ci.s} .
Now consider the perturbed process W h(t) = W( t )  — Jj* A (s )_ 1 /ids and the corre­
sponding Girsanov density
G h = e x p {  f \ A ( S) - ' h , d W ( » ) ) - ± j * \ A ( s r l k\2Hds y
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Wt* use the perturbed equation
and tlie perturbed random variable
to prove the following theorem.
T H E O R E M  3.1.1 : Suppose the coefficients A  and a of the equation (*) satisfy 
the conditions stated above. In addition suppose th a t  the coefficient rr(.s.x) is 
hounded and H  —  C 1 in x  variable with bounded derivative for every s  > 0 . Then 
the measure V^At) induced by the solution at time t. > 0 is H  — C 1 in the sense of 
Fomin. Furthermore if < r ( s ,  x )  is H —  C u in the j :  variable with bounded derivatives, 
then the measure is H  — C n in the sense of Fomin.
Pr o o f  : Let f  be an M — C 1 real valued measurable function defined on B  with 
bounded derivative. By the Cameron Martin Girsanov theorem, for each h  € H . 
the distribution of the random variable /(£xh(f))r& with respect to the measure 
is exactly the same as the distribution of / ( ^ (£ ) ) r ( w )  with respect to 
P(w), hence the function defined by
would enable us to differentiate inside the integral sign has been established before.
is constant. The differentiability of each factor of the integrand in the sense that
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So we differentiate with respect to h in the direction of a vector k € H  and then let 
h — 0. As the derivative is equal to 0, integration by part gives us
J  Df{£(t)mr(u)V(du>) = -  J / < & ( t ) ) j  f \ A ( s r 1Do{s, t 'x( s ) ) { k ) , dW( s ))+
i rl
+  7 /  M ( s ) - 1 ff(s ,£ ( * ) ) , A(«)- 1 A:)ds 
1 J o
-  jf ( A w - ' D o i s . C M m M i s r ' a i s , ^ * ) ) ) ^ - ]  J \ M * r l k , d W ( s ) ) ^ r  < w .
So by Girsanov theorem, we have
I DJ { y ) V i At ) {dy) = j  D/(^(t))P(rfw)
= -  J  f \ A ( S) - 1Do(s ,eAs)(k) 'dW(s))  +
1 f  *
+  7 /  (A(.s)_1^ ( ^ ( s ) ) ,  A{ s ) ~l k)dA 
1 Jo
-  [  { A i s r ' D o ^ c i A m ^ A u r ' o i s A A s ) ) )Jo
= J  /(̂ (0)(./iM,A)rMP(*M
=  J   ̂y),k)vir{t)(dy]
where J\  : II — * B  is a ^Ft/ B ( B )  random element. It follows from theorem 1.2.10 
of chapter 1 tha t the measure 7->(I {t)(dy) is H  — C 1 in the sense of Fomin and
dF:LVi t i t)(dy) =  ( £ ( J i ( w ) |C ( 0  = y ) , k ) v i At ) {dy).
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Now we assume that, the function a( s , x )  is twice differentiable in the x  variable 
witli bounded derivatives. For each element k2 6  / / ,  consider the map
' i — * J  f ( C h( t ) ) ^ j \ A ( s ) - ' D a ( S. C ( * ) ) ( k 2l d W h(s)) +
+  } [ * { A ( s r ' 0 ( S. £ h( » ) ) , A( s ) - 1k2)ds 
1 Jo
-  f t ( A[3) - ' Da( s , t ' Ih (S))(k2) , A { s ) - 1<7{st t ,Ih (s)))ds  
Jo
=  f f0 ( M t r ' D o M ' f i s m h h d w i s ) ) -
-  f  (A(s)-iDa(S.Ch(s))(k2)>A^r'>hds)
Jo
+ \ f (A(s)̂ o(s.ej,̂ ))tA(S)-'ik2)d, 
' Jo 
-  f ( A { 8 r l Do( . s , g ' ( s ) ) {k2) . A ( » r ' a ( s . £ h{a)))d*
Jo
-  \  f  { A i s r ' k ^ d w w )
1 Jo 
+ ~ J ( i4(5)-, fc2 .i4(#«)-1( / i ) ) d s | r , t (w)Gh(w)‘P(du;). 
Clearly the distribution of the random variable
/<{*('■)) |  f * ( A { s ) - 1 D o { s , C ( * ) m ) < < W h(s))
+ 7 /  (v4(.s’) ' , rF{.s,^*(.9))M(.s)-1( t 2» ^ -  7 f <J4(-s)-1(^2)t dW^fc(A))
1 Jo 1 Jo
-  j f  (J4(.s)-1D o ( .s ,^ ' ( s ))(A’2 ) , J4 (5 )-1o ( . s ,C '* ( ^ ) ) ) ^ | r h
with respect to the measure Gh(uf)V(duj) is independent of h and is the same as the 
distribution of the random variable f { ^ x {t)){J\  (oj), k2) with respect to the measure
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'P(duz). Therefore the above map is a constant map by Girsanov theorem. Differ­
entiating this map with respect to h in the direction of k\ € H  and then setting 
h — 0 gives us
J  D 2f ( y ) ( k i A-2)Pir{t)(dy) = -  J  D f ( y ) l k l ) ( E { J l (u;)\?x (t) = y ) t k2)
= [  f ( C A f ) ) ^ ( j \ A ( ^ D 2a ( s , C ( t ) ) { k ^ k 2h d W ( s ) )
+  \  f \ A ( s r ' D < T ( S ' C ( s m 2 ) < A ( « r i ( kl )dS)
1 Jo
1 f *
+ -  /  <j4(fl)“ 1D i7(a .^(s))fc1, A(«)- I fc2)d i 
1 Jo
-  f (>l(.S')-1D fT(.S^;(.v))(A-3)>J4(.s)-, D o ( 5 . ^ ( ls))(A-1))d.S- 
J 0
f  ( A ( s ) - ' D 2c r l s . t ' A s m k i . k t l A t s r ' a i S ' C i s M d s  
Jo
~ ±  j \ A ( * ) - i k 2, A ( s ) - l k 1)ds' j
+ ^  f \ A ( * r l D a ( s . C { * ) ) h , d W { s ) )  +
1 f *
+ -  /  (A( . s) -1a ( . ^ C ( ^ ) , A { . s ) - 1k2)ds 
' Jo
- f {J4(.s)- , D (7(.s.^(.s))(^2),>t(,s)-1a(.s ,^(s)))d.s  
J  0
-  ~ J \ A ( s ) - l k2. dW( s ) )
x ^ {J4 (.v)-1Dr7 (.s.^(.s))A1,dM/{.s))
+  j f  { A[ s ) - ' f j i s , C { « ) ) , Ms ) - l k, )dS 
1 Jo




J  D 2f ( y ) ( k u k2)Vir[t)(dy) = J  D 2f ( U t ) m , k 3)V(dw)
=  J  D 2f { C( t ) ) ( k u k2)r(u>mduJ)
= J  f ( ?x( t ))J2 (u>,ku k2)r(u;)V(du>)
= J  f ( y ) E { J 2(u>.ku k2) \C(t )  =  y)'PtAt )(dy),
where J 2 is linear in &] and k2 and defines a Tt  measurable map. Also it is clear 
from above that the map (ki^k2) >— * E \ J 2{lu, k \ . ^2 )] is continuous. So by the 
Girsanov theorem we have.
J  D2/(?/)(*'i.*j)P(,(,iW!/) = - =  > j ) . h ) v (AI)(dy)
= j  / ( » ) e ( . / j ( w ,  * 1 , M f i f O  =  y)'P(AtMy)-
Therefore the measure [dy +  x) is H  — C 2 in the sense of Fomin. It is also ob­
vious that if o(.s, •) lias higher order derivatives in the directions of H  with bounded 
derivatives, then one can continue as above to prove higher order differentiability 
of the measure in the sense of Foinin. Q.E.D.
Example.  1 : To check our results we consider the simplest case; £z(f) =  x  +  W{t).  
Obviously V^i ^ { d y )  ~  pt(dy — x).  From above it follows that
fiF,kVzA t){dy ~  t.) -  - ~ ( k , y ) V iAt]{dy -  x )
and
d2F,k,.ki 'PiAt)(dy -  x) =  |  —  (fci. *2) + j 2 (k i,y )(k 2 ,y ) J p £ t (i}(<iy -  x ) .
Example  2 : In this example we consider the stochastic integral equation
£,(*) = z  +  [  d W { s ) +  I  f ( ( ( s ) )ds  
Jo Jo
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when! /  : D0 —* H  is H  — C 2 such tha t D f { x )  £ L 2(H)  a “d D 2 f i x ) is a trace class 
type bilinear map from H  x H  into H . Also assume that the maps D f  : B 0 —* L 2(R)  
and T R A C E  D 2 f  : D0 —* H  are continuous and bounded and D f ( x )  is symmetric 
for all x  in D0. By the above theorem, the measure V$wp) is H  — C 2 in the sense of 
Fomin and the first, derivative of its translation along x , V^r^y(x\dy) ,  is given by
dF,hV i At ) (x ,dy)  =  E ^ j \ D f ( W ( s )  + x ) ( h ) , d W ( S) ) + j  J^ ( f ( W ( s ) + x ) , k )  
-  f  ( D f ( W ( s )  + x ) ( k ) J ( W ( s )  + x))ds
J  o
-  W{t )  = y ^ V i Ai ) (x;dy).
Using Ito ’s formula, we get the following formula:
d p . h V z ^ i ^ ^  dtf) =  ^ / ( y  +  x)  -  f i x )  +  D 2f { W { s )  +  x )(c ,,c ,)ds
+  - /  f { W ( s )  + x ) d s -  f  D f { W{ a )  + x ) f { W { s )  + x ) d s W { t )  = y \
1 Jo J o ^
~ ~V < h t)(x,-dy).
Now we Consider the stochastic integral equation
U ( )  =  : r+  [ A ( s ^ ( * ) ) d W { s ) +  f o(s,Z(s))ds.  (**)
Jo Jo
where A  and o satisfy the following conditions:
(1) : A(t ,  x)  =  1 +  K ( t . x )  where K  : [0, cc) x B  —► L 2[H)  is a  continuous
map th a t  is H  — C 2 in x variable, DK ( t ,  x) £ L 2{H\ L 2{H))  and D 2K{ t . x )  £ 
L 2(H; L 2( H ; L 2(H}))  and D K ( \ )  and D 2K(-,  ) are bounded continuous maps 
from [0 ,oo) x B  into L 2 [H; L 2(H))  and L 2(H\ L 2( H \ L 2{H)))  respectively. (r(t,x)
is H  — C 2 in x variable with Da(t ,  x)  G L,2 {H)  and D 2o( t , x )  € L 2 L 2 [ H ) ), 
D a { •, ■) and D 2a ( ■) are bounded and continuous maps from [0 , oo) x B  into L 2{H)  
anti L 2(H: L 2( H )) respectively,
It follows from the results obtained in chapter 2 that the process {£*(£)}o<i<oo 
belongs to for every p > 1 and the map x t~* from B  to is
H — C 2. Let Y  =  D x£x . Then the process Y  G Sq satisfies the linear
operator valued stochastic integral equation.
Y( t )  = I+ f  D K ( s , t A s ) ) ( Y ( s ) ) ( d W ( s ) ) +  [' Df j {8 , tAs ) ) (Y{s ) )ds  
./() J  0
By theorem 2.2.3. the process Y  is invertible almost surely for all t > 0 and the 
inverse process Y  satisfies the operator valued linear stochastic integral equation,
Y{t )  = I -  f  Y { s ) D K ( s , U s ) ) * d W [ s ) +  f t Y{s ) {  -  £ » a ( s ,^ ( s ) ) +
Jo Jo
o c
Y , l D K U , t x U ) r ( e . ) ) 2}ds.
)=i
Here F* is the adjoint of F,  i.c, F*(h)(k.) — F(k) (h)  for every h t k 6  H.
(2) : Assume that there exists e > 0 such that for every h G H,  s G (0,oc) and 
x G £?, jj4(s,x)/i,j^ > This condition implies that for each s and x, the
operator A (s .x ) restricted to H  is an invertible operator from H  to H  and i t ’s 
inverse is bounded.
Lot </>"*(,s) =  A{.s\ t,x (s) )~l Y (s) if | A(s, < m and 0  otherwise.
For each h G H , consider the perturbed process W m h{t) = W( t )  — J* <f>m(s)(h)d{i. 
By Girsanov theorem, {W m ,1(£)}o<t<0o is a Brownian motion (adapted to F t ) with 
respect to the probability measure Vh{dw) = G{h)V{du;)  where G{h)  is the Girsanov 
density.
5G
Consider the perturbed stochastic integral equation
?"•''(«) = X +  [ '  A{S, ( ? - h(s) )dW 'n-l'(s) + f
Jo Jo
=  x +  [‘ A(s,(?hO))dW[s)+ f {<r(*. { ” •*<„»
Jo Jo
-  y 4 K £ " 'h(s ) )< r( s ) ( /0 } d j .
By theorem 2,3.2, for each T  > 0, the map h i—> £m h from H  to •S^T [Z?] is Frechet
differentiable and the process T)m — D h t T ' h satisfies the following stochastic
h=o
integral equation
/ / "*( f ) =  I '  D K ( s . ( A * ) ) ( v rn( » ) ) d W ( s ) +  f  { z M s . ^ ( . s ) } r , " ‘ (.s)
Jo Jo 1
Similarity of this equation with the one satisfied by Y( t )  leads us to look for a 
process ©(/) =  0 1  {/Id fF ff) +  @ 2(0^  such that drjm (t)  =  d ^ Y ( t ) @ ( t ) ^ . If such a 
process exists, then by theorem 2 .1 .8 .
d?r(t) =  r ( 0 © i ( t ) d H r( 0  +  D /f( t .G ( t) )* (r fk F (t) ) (y ( t)e ( f ) )
+ { D a { # .U 0 )V (t) © ( 0  +  y ( t )© 3(t)
.=]
=  Y(t ) (~h( t )dW(t )  + D K ( t ^ x (t ))(vm ( t ) ) (dW(t ) )




Obviously © i(t)  =  0 for all t and u> and therefore y ( t ) 0 2(f) = —A(t.<{™'h(t))4>m(t) 
or r i0 2 (f) =  - y ( t M ( f . C ,fc(*))^m(0- Hence




7,*"(«) -  ~ Y ( t )  f Y { s ) A M ? ' h{s))<l>m {s)ds V  -  a.s..
Jo
Note that almost all sample paths of the processes Y( t )  and Y  (t) are bounded 
since both of them belong to the affine space I +  Sq 00[£-2 (i/)] for every p > 1. 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies th a t  for almost every u> G fh 
?/"*(/) converges to — as m —» oo.
Next for each h € H , consider the perturbed stochastic integral equation
y m'*(f) = /+  f  D K { s . ^ h {s ) ) (Ym'h{s ) ) dWm h (s)
Jo
Jo
= I + f  D K ( S ' Z ? ' h(S) ) {Ym'h(*))dW(s)  +  jr* { D o ( s , { ? - h(.s))Y"'-h(»)
-  D K ( S, C iM( s ) ) ( Ym h(s))<pm{s ) h} dS.
It follows from theorem 2.3.2 tha t the map h —* Y m'h from H  to S q ^ [ Li H) ]  




C'{t){.)= f D 2K(,s.Zx (s) )(v ' n (*){ ) ) (Y(«)<dW{*))
Jo
+ f D K ( s ^ x ( s ) ) { r ( s ) ( - ) ) ( dW( s ) )  +
Jo
Jo
-  D K { s , t x [s)){Y{s))4>"l{s)}ds.
Since the process
{ f  D 2K[. , ,U^)){<t ' ’'0){. ) ) { Y O ) . d W ( s )) + £  ( D2o{s . ( , O M v " ' ( s ) (  ))Y(.i)
y o<it<(x
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belongs to Sq X \L2 {B:  2>2 (# ))] ,  it therefore follows from section 2 of chapter 2 that
The process converges in <5>Q t [L(if)] to the process A{-, ( ))K{ •). By theo­
rem 2 .2 .2 , the solution of the above stochastic integral equation converges in 
Sq t \Li {H\  L,2 {H))\  to a process C that satisfies the same equation with Cm(s ) aiK  ̂
</»”'(.s) replaced by £(■"') and j4 ( s ,^ ( ^ ) ) “ 11/ (,s).
It easily follows from our discussion above tha t for each t > 0 the map h —* 
from H  to L p(dV)  is Frechet differentiable for all p > 1. Therefore the map 
It —*■ from H  to L p(dV)  is also differentiable for each t > 0 and all p > 1
implies tha t the map h i— * <?/, from H  to Lp{dV)  is Frechet differentiable for 
every p > 1. This together with differentiability of the maps h i— ► £™'h(t) and 
h *— * imply tha t  the map h »— * G{k) is Frechet differentiable. Now, by
Girsanov theorem, the distribution of the random variable / (££ l,ll(£))(y'T" ,,t(O k 'ci) 
with respect to the measure Gh{^)Ty{du)  is exactly the same as the distribution of 
the random variable / ( £ x(£)){Y(t )k,  et) with respect to the measure Vidut).  There­
fore, the function Q must be a constant function. Differentiating 6 with respect to
the above stochastic integral equation has a unique solution in Sq 00\L>2 {H', L>2 { H ))].
and
(-) =  - Y ( t ) D hY t nh(t)\ ( ) Y ( t )  =  - y ( t ) C m(£)()y(£).
bi=o
Let, f  be an H  — C l function on B  with bounded derivative. For each k e  / / ,  
consider the map 0 from H  to Ft defined by
J  it
The fact. that, the Girsanov density Gi, satisfies the stochastic equation
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/) ami tlion setting h =  0  gives us,
J  D } ( U t ) W n{ t ) M { Y { t ) l %et )dV = -  J  f ( U - s)){ - <r(0 «m(t)(Cl))K(t)fc,ei)
+  (Y (t)k .c ,)  j \ ^ m {s)((u) , d W( s ) ) ^ d V .
Taking limit as in —► oc, we get
J  D f U T( t ) ) Y ( t ) { ( Y ( t ) k . ^ ) ei) d V ^ -  J /(G(0){7(̂ (0(af)(e,))y(0̂ )
-  j ( n t ) k , e i )  J \ A ( s , t x{ * ) r ' M i d W ( s ) ) } d V .  {#)
Now.
t n  m
t = t i  i  =  n
< C , £ ; | | ^ ( O l l (/f) |
V » =  n
=  c , £ ; | |K ( ( ) H (H)( f ; ( f ( O t , c.>2)
\  I  =  11
—► 0 as n , m  —► oo,
since Y(t.) €. L p{dV)  for all p > 1.
So taking summation with respect to i of the left hand side of ( # )  we get
f ]  [  D f { U n ) Y ( t ) ( ( Y ( t ) k , c t)ct)dV = f  Df ( £x(t))Y(t)(Y(t)fc)dV 
.= i J J
= J  Df { i A t ) ) { k ) d V .
Unfortunately the sum (with respect to i) of the integrand in the right hand side 
of the equation ( # )  does not always converge in T 1(d'P). To ensure convergence, 
we need to impose further assumptions on A' and a.
GO
T H E O R E M  3.1.2 : Suppose the coefficients K  and a of the equation (**) satisfy 
conditions (1 ) and (2) above. In addition suppose K{is , r )  =  CK*{s , x)  where 
C € L ( H \ B * )  U L\ {H)  and K '  satisfies the same conditions mentioned in ( 1 ) and
(2). Furthermore suppose Do{s , x )  6  L{H,  B *) and ( D2a(s.  x)) (h)  € L\ { H)  for all 
h e / / ,  -s € [0, oc) and x € B  and D(J and D 2a{-,-){h)  have bounded ranges in 
L(H,  B*)  and L\ {H)  respectively for every h in H.  Then the measure generated by 
£x(t) is H  — C l in the sense of Fomin.
Pr oo f  : We only prove the case where C € L( H\ B*) .  The proof for the case 
C  € L\ {H)  is similar. Under the above assumptions the process Y  which solves the 
equation
belongs to the affine space /  +  B *)]. I t ’s inverse process which satisfies
another linear stochastic integral equation, also belongs to the same space. Now we
Now Y( t )  = I + Zi(1) where Z\  € 5/,'^jX-(//;/?*)] Vp > 1 and A( t , £x {t)) l Y( t )  = 
I  +  Z 2 ( i ) when; Z 2 G ^ [/>(//)] for all p > 1 .
So
The sum {A,ej)(e*, W(f)) converges to the random variable (A. W(t ) )  al­
most. surely and in L 2(dP)  by Kolmogorov's two series theorem.





—* ( Z i ( t ) k , W( t ) )  P  — a.s. Note  that Zj ( t ) k  e  B* 
= { k . z ^ t n w i t ) ) ) .
Convergence of this series in L 2(dV)  is obvious.
Now for eaeh uj outside a P-null set.
f \ { k . e %) { f  Z2(«)*dW{is),e.) < 
,=i Jo \ A
C O  - t
5Z< /  Z i U Y
.=1 J "
£ < * .« .>
»=i
=  M „ |  j '  Z i ( * ) ’d W ( ' ) \ H
s  IMhI f  Z i M ' d W U ) |H
7o
rfVT(.s) ,e t ) 2
< oo.
Anti from tliese estimates it follows that the third series converges in L2 (riP).
Outside a P-null set. we consider the fourth sum.
^  r- t
/  (Z2( ^ d W ( s
.= 1
) )
^  f t
£ < /*=1 ^0
=  Izat jfc  f Z 2(s)mdW(s) \  . 
I H J o
\
Z2 ( s ) * d ^ ( s ) , e ()2
There fort;,
£ |5 2 < Z ,(O fc .o >  ^  <Z2 (.s)e„dW(*))| < J*  Z 2( s ) ' dW( s )
= y  E \ Z i ( t ) k  
< oo.
£  Z 2(s)*
G2
We have also shown that for each u) 6  fi outside a P-null set, there exists an 
element 0 i(u;) 6  H  such tliat
f ^ ( Y ( t ) k . c t) f  {A(s<ix ( s ) r ' Y ( s ) c * ' d W ( s ) )  = (k, 0j> +  (k, W{t)) .
»=i 7fl
It is seen readily tha t the map uj —*■ 0i(u>) from n  to H  is an T t j B { H )  random 
element.
Now we prove the convergence of the following series:
£ < f ( l ) ( C « ) ( c , ))?(()*-, c,).
.=1
where
C (0 (cJ  =  C f D 2K { S ' t x { * ) ) { Y ( * ) M ) { Y ( 8 l d W ( s ) )
J 0
+ C f  D K { s , t x (sm<;(»)(c>))<lW(s)
+ j  {DV(.s ,^(.0)(V(s)(eJ))r{.s) +  Dt j { s . t A s ) K ( s ) ( e i ) -  
- C D K ( s ^ M ) ( Y ( s ) ) A ( . s ^ x ^ ) r H ^ ) } d s  
=  C J ( t ) M  +  J  +  O a(* .£ x(S))(;(*)c(}d*
and ./(f) has values in Lz{H\  L 2 ( H )); E \ J { t ) \ 12 < oo for all p > 1 and C belongs to 




O C  r t
,=i
o c  - t  
,=  1 70
G3
Now for each uj G U outside a P-null set, we have
t=i










-  Y{t )  \l3[H)
<  OO
The above inequalities also show that the series converges in L 2{(VP) and that for 
each lj 6  fi outside a P  measure 0. there exists an element <f>2 (u>) € H  such that
5 3 ( . / ( 0 ( f i , )V { 0 ( ^ ) .c * y ( 0 * ( ^ ) )  =  <fc.^2 (w)).
1=1
Obviously tin; map u> >—* <j>jfui) from Q to H  is measurable.
For each uj € SI outside a 'P-null set we have 
^  /■(
V  /  (y(f)z>2<T(s,G(5))(y(s)(e,))y(0(fc).eOd«
,=i Ja
= f \ Y ( i ) D 2a ( s , ^ ) ) ( Y ( S) Y( t ) ( k ) ) Y( s ) ( e t ) , c t )ds
i J o
^  ( x -
=  H < /  e„ o .
r^T */ o
Here we used tin* fact that D 2a{s,  x)(h,  Jc) =  D 2a(s,  x)(lc, h), \ / k ,h  € H.  Noting
G4
tliat the last integral converges in £ ,](//) , we continue
= trace f Y ( t ) D 2r j ( s ^ x (s) ) {Y{s )Y( t ) {k) )Y( s )ds  
J  o
=  [  t r a c e { Y ( t ) D2o ( s ^ x ( s ) ) {Y{s )Y( t ) {k) )Y( s ) }ds  
J  0
0




,= i  Jo
i t ) D ^ ( 3 . ^ ( 8 ) ) ( Y { s ) ( e . t ) ) Y( s ) Y( t ) { k ) , c , ) H = (<fi3, k ) H.
It is obvious that this sum converges in L 2{dV)  and that the map u> t—► ^ ( w )  is a 
random element.
Finally we consider the last series. For each w €. SI outside a set of V  measure 
zero, we have
oc <
, = i /o
= f l  f  ( Y W D o i s . ^ s m ^ ^ Y i t n m e ^ . e J d s  
,= i Ju
= I V{t)Do(.s,(I (s))C(.‘»)*(y(0 (A:))d«ei,et) the. integral  
, = i J o
converges in  L\ {H) .
= trace I  Y( t  )Do(s,  ^(s))C(.s)*(K{r)(k))ds  
Jo
= [  trace Y( t ) Do( s ,  f ,(s))C(«)*(Y( t ){k))ds  
Jo
<  M 2 { u ) \ Y { t ) \ Ll H)  f  |C(-»)
v  0
So outside a set of measure zero, the above sum converges T^-a.s. and in L 2{d'P).
Also for each u) € fi, outside a P-null set, there exists an element 04 (w) such that
V  f \ Y ( t ) D < T ( s , t r ( s ) K( s ) ( c , ) Y( t ) ( k ) , e t) = <04,fc).
Jo
and 04 defines a F t f B i H )  random element.
Let 4>(ur) =  ^ 0 1  (o>) -+- j  | 0 2 (w) 4- 0 j ( ^ )  +  04{^)} Then,
P C  -
7  '  t n= ( )i= 1
i <?(«)[*).e,> / ’, < y t ( s .^ ( . . ) ) - ’y ( » ) ( e . ) , IiW'(«))}
The convergence; is almost surely and in L 2{dV).
Therefore; for every H  — C 1 function /  : D —► R  with hounded derivative, we have*
J  D t t , i A t m  )dV = -  J  /(?,(l)){<*. <■) -  7  (*, W U )}}d V
Or
J B D H y ) ( k ) V t iUM v )  = -  /  / ( ! < ) { ( £ ( « M |( . ( ( )  =  »).*>
-  |(*.£!(W(0|C,(t) = »))}P{,,„(rf»).
By theorem 1.2.9. the; measure P ( , ( t) differentiable in the directions of H  and
=  ( # ( 0 M  -  jtV(«)(w)|{*(t) =  y ) . *)p«,(t)(rfy) 
where <7 : B  —> £? is 0 ( B ) /£?(/?) measurable.
GG
Furthermore.
J  J B {9(y) .k)*V(At ) (dy) < J  Jj.E(<Ku>)\UM = y ) , k y V t At ) {dy)+
=  J J ^ d , ( u , ) . k ) m d u )  +  ±Jjg ( k . W ( t ) Y n d u )
< M , \ k \ H.
So the map H  —* L 2 { d P ^ ^ )  defined by
k  t— ► d F[kV i At ) {dy)
is bounded and linear. By theorem 1.2.10, the measure P^i ^t^(dy) is Frechet. differ­
entiable in the directions of H  in the sense of Fomin, i.e., for each A € B(D).  the 
map h +  h) from H  to R  is Frechet differentiable. Q.E.D.
^ -K o lm o g o ro v ’s equation s
Consider the stochastic differential equation
df(() =  A ( t ^ ( t ) ) d W ( t )  + a ( t , a t ) ) dU
where the coefficients A and a satisfy the conditions of the existence and unique­
ness theorem. Then! exists a  Markov process whose transition probability coincides 
with p{ t , x \ s , dy )  =  P[ i x  ,t(^) £ dy ) , where the process {£*,((«}}„>( is the solu­
tion of the above stochastic differential equation that satisfies the initial condition 
£(t) = x ,almost surely. In addition to the assumptions stated in the existence and 
uniqueness theorem, assume that the coefficients A and a satisfy the assumptions 
of theorem 2.3.1.
Fix s > 0 and /  G "D and let u(x j . )  =  E f ( £ xj ( s ) )  where 0 < t < s. An 
application of Ito 's lemma gives us
.,-„(*)) -  / ( * ) }  =  J *  D f { U t ^ ( u ) ) A { u , U t - h M ) d W ( u )
+ j ^E  ̂ { D f ( { I 't-.h{u))cr(u,£t- h(u)) +
+ ^ T R A C E  £J2/ (^ i , ( -h (u ) )  &r,t-a(u)) x }du.
As the expectation of the stochastic integral is equal to zero; upon taking limit 
as h —* 0 , we find that
ftilo “  ^<x )} =  D j { x ) o ( t , x )  +
+ - T R A C E  D 2f ( x ) [ o ( t , x )  x o( t , x)] .
it
Now
u[x. t  -  h) =  E f ( £ , , t_h(ti))
= E  u(^x^-h( t ) ,  t) B y  the M arkov  property o f  the solution
So
lim ^ t(0-  0  ~ «(*,/)] =  D f { x ) ( o ( t , x ) )  +
But from above we have
+  ^ T R A C E  D 2f{x){( j { t , x) , o{ t ,  x)).
u(x. t )  -  u(x , t  -  h) r .W ^x.t-h ftM ) -  u(x , t )  
h =  ~ E --------------- h--------------- •
By the results obtained in chapter 2, the right hand side of this equation is differ­
entiable with respect to x.  Hence taking the limit as h —+ 0, we find th a t
G8
Remark [K4] : If A  and a are time independent, then the differential operator
L = $i ~ D( )(<r(t,x)) -  |  E»Ĉ i ( z?2( )(:C){f7(£53:)e») * 
generates a semigroup G on the Banach space of bounded continuous functions 
vanishing at infinity.
In the case where the stochastic differential equation takes values in an n- 
dimentional Euclidean space, it is known that if the coefficients are smooth, then the 
transition probability associated with the solution has a smooth density with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure .i.e., for each 0 < s < t and x G B,  there exists a smooth 
function y >—* p(s,  x: t . y) such that V{£StX{t) G dy)  =  p(.s, x; t, d y ) — p{s , x \ t , y )dy.  
Furthermore, the function p{s . x \ t , y )  satisfies the Kolmogorov's forward equation:
i)  1 ^ ^2
t , J —  1 ’  J
-  2 ^  (<T(yJ)p(s .x; t , y) , ct )
,= i a y '
Where {c;,} 1 is an orthonormal basis.
T H E O R E M  3.2.1 : Consider the stochastic differential equation
d a t )  = A ( t , a t ) ) d W ( t )  + a ( i ^ ( t ) )
Where A  and a satisfy the requirements of the existence and uniqueness theorem. 
Suppose it(-. ■) is a D* valued bounded function tha t is H  — C 1 and Dcr(t ,x)  G 
L \ { H)  Vt > 0 and x  G D. Let A(t,  ■) =  /  +  AT(t,-) be such tha t  K(t , - )  is 
a bounded H  — C 2 function taking values in the collection of positive definite 
Hilbert Schmidt operators. Furthermore, suppose D K ( t , x )  G L( H,  L i { H) )  and 
D 2K ( t , x )  G Li (L,2 ( H ); L 2 {H) )  are bounded functions tha t  satisfy the conditions 
mentioned in theorem 1.2.14. If the transition probability p{s, x ; t , dy )  th a t  is as­
sociated with the solution of the above SDE is H  — C 2 in the sense of Fomin and
G9
has logorithmic derivatives as in theorem 1.2.14 and if trace D 2p( s , x ; t , dy )  and 
-§tP{s, x; t, dy) exists in Z>\ then the following holds as distributions in T>'.
— p( s , x \ t , dy )  = trace D ( a ( t , y ) p ( s 1x\ t , dy) ' j  +
+ ^  D 2{ A ( t , y ) 2(et , eJ) p{ s , x \ t , dy ) } [e t , e j ).
».j
P ro o f  : For each test function / ,  we have
£  J  f ( y ) { p { s , x ; t  +  h,dy) -  p{s, x; t, dy) J  =  £?{ / (£ , .* (<  +  h)) -  / ( 6 . ^ ( 0 ) }
=  I fn{ f ‘+h ( A ( u , t s ,x ( u ) y D 2f ( U A v ) ) , d W ( u ) )  +
/
t+h
{ (Df{Za, Au) ) , *{ u, t . , x{u)))+
+ ^(race J4 (u ,£ ,>I(u))*Z?2/ ( u -£s.z(u )))d u } d?3- 
Noting that the expectation of the stochastic integral is zero, we continue
= Tl fnJt {(Df(t».x{u))*<7{uA,,x(u)))+
+ ^trace A(u,  D 2 f ( u ,  ^ tX(u))A(u,  Cs,x(u))^dudV
Letting h go to zero and using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, we
get
f B f (y)§- t p(*<r\t,<iy) = { ( D f { U A t ) ) > o { t , U A t ) ) )  +
+ —trace A ( t A > A t ) Y D 2f { t , U M ) A { t , U A t ) ) } n d u > )
= J  ^ { Df { y ) , o ( t , y ) )  + ~trace A( t , y ) * D2f { t<y) A( t , y ) }p( s , x ; t , dy ) .
By assumption. p ( s .x \ t , dy )  is H  — C 2 in the sense of Fomin. It follows from 
theorem 1 .2 .12  that
J B {Df{y) , o{ t , y ) )p{s , x- , t , dy)  =  -  J  f { y ) { t racc  Do{ t , y ) +
+ (pi {y) ,o( t<y))}p(s , x: t , dy) -
70
Now
f  trace A( t , y)* D 2 f {y ) A{ t , y )p{ s , x \ t ,  dy)
J b
f  °°-  I D 2f ( y ) [ A ( t , y ) e „ A { t , y ) e t )p{s , x ; t , dy)
* «=1
=  [  (trace D 2f ( y)  + 2trace D 2 f ( y ) ( K( t , y ) ( ' ) ,  ■)+
J  5
+ trace D 2f ( y ) ( K ( t , y ) ( ) , K ( t , y ) ( ) ) ^ p ( s , x ; t , d y ) .
It follows from theorem 1.2.14 that
f  trace D 2 f  ( y ) { K( t , y ) - , ) p{ s , x , t , dy )
JB
~  J b  ^ V̂  ^  D 2{Kl t ' y) {£*<ej )p(s<z , t , dy)} (e t ,e:))
• ■j
and
f  trace D 2f ( y ) ( K( t ,  y) ( ) ,  K (t, y)( ))p(s, x; x, dy)
J b
= j ^ / ( v ) T ^  D 2 | i f ( t  y ) 2(e , , e , )p(s t x\ t ,  dy) }  (e,, e3).
By assumption, trace D 2p{s, x\ t .  dy) exists in T>'. Therefore we have
f  trace A { t , y ) “ D 2 f ( y ) A{ t , y ) p ( s , x \ t , dy )
J b
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